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intrinsic motivation vas obtained_ b/ an Qmployege questionnaire; and
job perlorma.nce bras measured by supervisorEI evalnatiems- rhe
laypothesea were tested hy hierarchical moderateil sultiTle regression
Zbili_ty and in-trinsic 'activation combined in an addi_ti-ve way lilt not
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employee's job is "enriched," or incorporates chealenging elements such as
autonomy an& variety. A secomd determinant is an individual difference
factorthe extent to which the individual desires to achieve and grow.
Two PrtmarY hYpotheses were tested: (1) Performance = Abilit7
Intrinsic motivation + (Ability x Intrinsic Motivation), and (2) Intrinsic
Enriched job characteristics
motivation n Indivi&ual growth need streagth
(indivtdual growth need strength x Ehriched job characteristies). A third
hypothesis vas the same as hypothesis two, but predicted the criterion of
satisfactioa with opportunities for growth on the job.
Data were collected fraa clerical employees ia a large, metropolitan
The final sample consisted of 353 ermployees in 11 job groups. Atil4 y
Vas measure& by a preempaoyment clerical aptitude test; information about
job characteristics, iadiNidual growth needs, grovth satisfaction, and
latrinsic motivation WAS obtained by en employee questionnaire; and job
performance vas measured by supervisors evaluations.
'beak.

The h;ypathe es were tested by hierarchics1 mo&erated multiple regression
All multiple R's were statistically significant, showing initial support for
Ability and intrinsic notiv.ation combined in an additive
the hypotheses.
vay but not in an Interactive way in predicting job performance. Intrinsic
motivation vas predicted mar by the enriched job characteristics, and
growth satisfaction was predicted positively by the enriched job characteristics sad negatively try growth need strength. A modified model demonstrated
that ability, enriched jot characteristics and Growth need strength each add
significantly and positively to the prediction of job performance, but no
interactions among the variables made significant contributions to the preIt was suggested that intrinsic motivation is a useful construct
diction.
that is not yet well measured..

Analyses by race sod by sex shoved lower average ability scores for
Although no differential prediction was evident for the
Ilacks sad males.
motivation and satisfaction criteria, there were race and sex differences
in predictions of performance. Males appeared to have greater growth need
Hence, multiple regression
strength compensating for lesser ability.
equations developed in the totaa sample (which wss primarily White females)
also predicted performance for males if growth need strength was included
vith ability. The Blacks ha& no apparent compensating factors at the
present time, but it was deduced that if more challenging jobs and greater
acceptance by peers accrue vith more job experience, a compensatory model
Might be appropriate for this.sutgroup.
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTa0

Ability measures have been demons trating their power to differ -

entiate potentially high from low performers since the turn of the
century.

psy-

But a major source of dis$atisfa tion among person

chologists is that there has been abnost no improvement in the pre1974).

dictive validity of ability tests during their history (Atkinson

Tbe average correlation of ability tests and performance is only .20
h -elli, 1966).

This generally weak selection test validity is es-

ially problematic in a time when much attention is directed to the
question of whether or not tests are differentially valid among may and minority groups Ce g., O'Leary, Fa

& Ba tlett, Note 1).

One app oach to raising validity coefficients for ability tests
h

been to attempt to refine criterion measurement.

Although many

advances have been made on this front, predictive validity has not
been markedly improved.

Attempts to r '-e validity eoeffeients by

attention to predictors have Included careful selection of tests
that are appropriate to the abilities requ red by the job

Yet, even

when this is done, validity coefficients are only ntoderateiy high.

The average maximum correla ion between ability tests and performance
is about .35, and it seldom exceeds .65 (Ghiselli, 1966).

tance of careful selection and development of both predict

tenon measures c_ not be minimi ed,
not solved the validity problem.

The imp

A

rI-

blat these approaches alone have

If mainiva efforts to purify both
mance relations

tte

cf the ability-perfor

ill result in weak pedicioris, perhaps the an-

swer lies somewhe

between the predi t

relatively me

d possibility is that organiz-_tional or personal

factors may inhibit or prevent indiv

d the criterion.

On

Um la from performing up to

their capabilitie0,

The primary problem then becomes one of brim

ing to expression t

job performance the abil ties individuals alr ady

posse

sidered to be the role , oV motivation

This is e

Maier, 1955).

MqUivatioll',and 1114114',7

The distin_

to work (motivat

n between the capacity

abili y )

) was made as long

an_d the will

go (Mace, 1935).

Maier (1955) is asuAlly given credit f

ing an int -active re-

lationship betweea the two constructs.

'er considered abi1.ty

to be equivalent Ix) aptitude x training
Producti

ptitude x train

A clearer

as follows (Vroom

ual formula vas:

ivation - fatigue

re popular represelatation of Maier
:1964

Performance

ability x nioUvation

The interactive functi ii stems from the argume..
ity or uiotjvatjc

motivation is low,

formtila is

that if either abL

S low, performance cannot he high.

That is,

-!ormance will pr babiy be low even if ability

is high, since one would be disincline
If ability is 10W, Perfo

ance 1431 be low

because performing beyond

ability

ment is diagrammed VI Figure 1.

10

afest one's ability.
diess -f
t possible.

tivation,
This

6ru

Ability

Low

High

Low
formance

performance

Low
performance

Low
performance

High

H

h

M tive -ion

Diagra4 oT Performance = f (ability x motIvation

re 1:

Going one step further,
li

vation is low, there should be

ability in VerfOrmance since it will generally be low

le

all individuals.

Thus

be poor bec_use of a lack o
ivation is high, there

ediction of performance from ability
var ability in the criterion.

If

be conside_able variabilIty in per-

nce that corresponds to the variahility in ability.

In this case

lidity coefficients for the ability measures should be substantial
(Providing, of course, that th0 predictors and criteria are well cho
measu _d).

This situation in diagrammed in Figure 2.

High

h motivation
Per orm nce
motivati

Ability

Figure 2:

Prediction of performance from ability under
ditions of motivation
varyi

11

Statistically th

is an intera tion between ability and m ;i-

vation in Figure 2, as specified by
(ability x mo

vation)".

In addition,

'cptuai and practical issues.
predictab'lity.

la "Perfoi

f

ses twe impor

The first issue concerns performance

Under low motivation conditions one should be unalle

to predict performance from ability me s

s; under high motivation

conditfr. us one should be able to predict it quite well.
issue has to do with average pei'forinanca level.

Figure 2

_n_e

The second

As can be

average performance under the lov motivation cond4ti ns

) is lower than average performance under the high motivation conditions (Y2), so that high motivation should

verage level

of worker performance.

The ideas just presented about the hYPothesized interaction of
ability and motivation and the resultant iirmpact on predictor/criterion

relationships lead to the conclusions that f'actors which suppress

tivation can result

loss for the organization, and (b) loss

for the individual, particularly the high ability individual.

The

organization is left with depr ssed average levels of performance,

while the individual may not realize some potentially important personal goals and values.

Indeedjtoredom and job dissatisfaction are

highly probable, sine. "the most pervasive source of dissat' faction
:expressed by today's work force is that their abilities are not being
utilazed" (Dunnette, Note 2).

One intent on of the research effort here is to explore further
the relationship of ability and motivation in the prediction of job
perfo,Lmance.

Moreover, the attempt will be made to discove

12

some

orgariiztiorial conditions and non-ability clarecteri sties of individuals associated with higher levels of moth,- tion. If these conditions and characteristics could be arranged rnore

beraati

al3-y

in orgamizations, the logical result should be highez predictability
for tability tests, higher average levels of worker prforniauce, and

greater e ployee satisfaction.

I. the sections that follow-, the li

n abi lity and

mo-

tivatiox and the determinants of one particularly- relevant ty-pe

of

motivaton, intrinsic motivation, will be reviewed. Building on
th.e research and theorizing summarized here, specific hypotheses
are formulated

Re

d their test in
er ormance

going organization is &escrbed .
Litr x Motive

The idea that nerformance is a fuilotiori or the ntractj on

of

ability and motivation has been demonst ated to have soSle intlitive

in the contex-t of attribution tleory, Heider (1958)
sugested -thmt judgments of performance would follow the n

of

an interaction of ability and raotiv-atica. Axdexson and. BuAzin

297

tested his h othesis in an experiment where 20 students j udged stimulu

erson

presented j

Terforznance based on motivat ion ari abihit' infomn tiox

lous combiniations of tonr leeLs of each,

Two t ype s

f stinnulu s persons were judgedappli _ants to gr duate scloo2 and

athletes triiig out for college track.

The 17) erforivaniee judgment s

showeii that tale higher the level of motivation, the steeper the cur-Are
repreoerLtinlg the prediction of performance from ability.

Anaays es

o

of varielace shove& a signir malt interaction or abi1ity ad motive--

tio

in judging pezfoTms-nee of bath type8 ir ttma-us rer cons

(F

7.98 for athi_ete a a-nd 11= 6. 15 for atudents ).

These re SULta

suggest an interactive model im pp-error= ce attr ibution.

Studies testizig the hyotles is that perf ormance actu 4 L s
function of the interaction of -ability arid notivation have been
conducted sporadically o-ve

ler frac ystati c

the past 20 years

o pro&rammatic , tine xesearh employed a wide rallety of Mee_ ores,

m thodologies, and theoretical uncler-pi nines.

rlie accumu1ated Thod

evidence is reviewed. lelov.
Early_Ptudies

A post hoc analyais of

a

tady comdue-ted in the 19301 a vas of-

fered by Vroom (1960 as an initial
and motivational variables llave sun Lilt
Trtyatt

idence t bat- ability
a-

effect oi perl'orrmance.

(1934) studied the effects of lowly , bonua, and giece-ra-te

methods of pay on -the performance of 10 fernales in a maids,- faotcry
The 10 women rotated, 2 at a time , tlromgh joins, eacI pair imultsne-

ousay experiencing changing me-thoas of' 3syrnant,

The inoen

apparently had a strong inpact on motivation, since yerlo

systema

e in

creased as the women moved prog:reasi-vely from an houaly to a bonus

to a piece-rate method Of pay.
erlces between each pair
same conditIons.

Ef the

_

a

Still tinere were per forma_ e differ--

-mem working Dii the 5afte task lincler th

1inisre that

thi

prodiuctivity

difference is prirns.rill a refle ction Of ability, the interc tion
of ability and otivatlor. in iniluencing pe2forrn e recei es
14

pport.

sorte

That is , as rotiva.tic,i w-as

sed by tile more in-

greater effect cn -the1eve2

di-vidcalized paynent srstem, tiere was
f pexforna-nce of thos.e

in

ni-tially pe foaming at a rel. ati-Ve12 hie]

lel-7a (higi ability women.) than on thos who were 5.nitia31y perform
ing a.-t a rela.thre1y lo-w ley _1 Clow a:Laity- worsen).

Vort precise statistical evidence cf this phenomenon wzis of ered
(1957, 1958) .

by Fr

She h potheizd that çerforxnarice in a çrob-

lem-sclving stuttcn ouJd be related -to ability level an° g

sub-

h 1iigh aehiev-*.ment aotivti1oa, but that tbere vcuLc be lit

jects

tle or ac r eiticnghip among a-L.1Q ect a with lo'w achiev-ement not ivstion.
To

teat thi a ItypothesiE, 96 airmen vere required_ to create epecific

patterns of lights en

pi' blerni-solv-ing aparatw.

ticti-vatA.on wss

neam_red by the Test off Insight, a project dye meastlre in which respcmd eat

a_l'e

asked to attribute the "cause of a series of brierly

all,

deseribeel .beha-viors - PIA lit y x.ras measured by ttle Armed Forces

ficatio Tet. (OW ), nd subj ta were selected s
xed_ wi thin -thr ee 10pol nt ranges.

bers

otjvati.on scores

SLIT

ivAe1 a--t the nediam, the data were subjee ted_ to a

-wer-e

of yarienc e. Trie /118111 effect of aotiveti_c

5i

eaual n

-wa

significant at

uintflcant at p

l< .001, the main effect cf ability

3 ara.a1y--

2

. 01 asnd

sign fie nt at p el, prcvi din- som
favor of the ability n,tivation interct,ion W.-Po-thesis -

the interactiom Trras
in
_

t c f -the di-agrarn in

tale e for the h

n- e

iure 2 , the AFQT corxelatell .6o with pe

rnoti a. ion group arid

i
-08 Col' tle low moti'atori

gro-up.

of the ability
eh°

raotivatioxi hypothesis has rnaide with Toy--

okills by- Fleishman (19 58) .

Again antjects were basic tr ajnee

5

, and their task was a Complex Coordination 'Test

en (DI = 40

rhJch adjustmeits of stick and rudder controls vere made in response
atterns of visual signals.

Ability vas measured not

by- tesing, birt by total scores obtained by each subject during the
initial five trials ort tbe task.

instru tion

Half the subjects were given motive,

vitereby it ias indicated that thgy shoald do their

best on the task since it wou,ld have am important bearing on their

rixtar_ assignments in the Mr Force.

Verbal incentive

t try- harder or to try to inprove to a certain score,,

dIrect io

veze given olurIng rest periods.

The remaining sulj ects served as a

contra], gou,4) and Were given no notivatinig instruct ions.

Subject s

WTC dUivide& into tlelo ability gr ups, depending or whether their
secres onL the first fi-ve trials fell above or belvw- the mediam, and

a 2 x 2 Bxalysis of var

e

.ias calculated.

The main effects of

ajld mnoti,ration axd their interaction were all signific
pc

.01,

suTporting trle hypothesis that ability interacts with niottvation

determining performance.

It should be noted that both the Fre :h

(1957, 1958) and Yleisllmmn (1958) studies showed main effects for
toth ability- an4 tiotivation in addition to the interaction ef ect ,
in spite of marke4 diifferences in their _ methods

A_ research design similar to Fleishm
(1965)

Locke

in

was used by

In all stuci' s two ability

iee formed boy dIviding subjects at the meclian on the basis of

thir 1?erfo
toad

(1958 )

mpt to examine the ability x motivati

intAraCtion in four laboratory stUdies.
grcups

f neasurement.

e

to dc teir tes.t.

itial practice trial

.klich subj -ts vere

High motivation groups w--e given sp

ific

9
difficult goals on each teal; lov mot±vation gronps were either
t ld to do their best (a questionable instruction for low motivatic

)

or given speciric but easy goals.

Irhe tasks were either psy-

ehoaotor skills (Study 1 used the Complex Coordination Task previously
used. by Fleishm

jects

1958) or nwning things (uses for a series of DI-

or things thcil; can be described -by a. given adjective).

a tion was sindficant for only- one of

ability x motive
the four studies.

Although overall the data gave sone sagge

that the effects of mot vation

:y be relatively greater for high

ability subject , there was little evithince that these effects have

gnificance for lov abillty subjects.

The abilitymeasures may

have been confounded by some motivation effects, however, since they
were trials on Which Embjects were told to do.their lest.
Same more positive evidem_e for the ability x motivation int
action was provided by Vromm
ticipatdom in decisi
ance.

1960) in

study of the effects of

making on supervisor satisfac ion and perform-

Subjects were classified as high, noderate,or low in motivation

for ef'fective performaiice based on a oonibined motivation measure

indicatinc the degree to which workers p--_ticipated in decision
makimg and. the strength of their need for independence.

Using scores

on four tests of ability and four measures of Job performance, Vrooln

found fairly high positive correlations betNeen ability and performance
mea ures tor supervisors high in motixation, generally lover positive
corr Lations tor those moderate In niotivation, and zero or slightly
negative oOrrelatiOns for those lowest in mot \ration.

Lawler (1966) operationalized motivatio_ in the work setting by
camposite measure of tbe degree to which nay vas seen to
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-10contingent upon job performance.

Superiors ranked a sample of 211

managers from 3 divisions of state governments on tbe extent to
which they had the riecessa.ry abilities and eAperience to perform

their jobs .reflan imprecise measure of ability at best.

Respon-

dents were divided in half both on the basis of high and low pay/
pei'foriaance contingency attitudes end high and low supervisory ability

rankings A 2 x 2 analysis of variance using superiors' rankings of
performance as the criterion showed the main effect of ability significant at II( .01 and the maim effect of contingency iotivation signifi-

cant at E (.05, but the interaction only approached significance

.06).

When self-ratings of job perfonmamce were used as a criterion, the
ability main effect was nonsignifican , t1e contingency main effect
was significant

t 1L (.011and the interaction wan significant at Di .05.

Looking at the Lawler (2966) data another way, the correlations
between alility and self-ratings of performance -were -.06 for the low
contingency group (ns)

and .l7 for the high contingency group (a4 .05).

With superiors' rankings as the criterion, r was .113 for the low con-

tingency group and .61 for the high continge

y group (both pl< .001,

but there was no test for the significance of

ttLs

difference).

Over-

all, the strongest data showed that self-reports of motivating conditions best predict

port

of performance, and supervisory reports

of ability lest predict supervisory ratings of performance -indications
of confounding method variance.

However, the study provided some sup-

port for the hypothesis that performance is a function of an ability r
tivation interaction.

All of the preceding studies show at least sone support for the
NYPothesi- that performance is a function of the interaction of ability

amd motivation.

Since nethods of ineauing both ability and

otiva-

tion varied widely, the combined evidence Ls nore Tersuasive th
le study.

Research Using the VIE Theory of

otiva-tiori

The remaining studies investigating thm interaction of ability
and motivation in the determination of rerformance have all been
ducted -within the context of some version of the Valence-Inst

ality-EKpect

y

VIE) theory of motivation.

onnt-

The first complete model

'ad. s theory was formulated by Woom (1964) amd has undergone a

b-r of revisions by such authors as Porter and Lawler (1968), Green
(1969),

Campbell, Marinette, Lawler and Weick (1970), Lawler (1971, 1973),

ard Daohler and Wibley (1973
Th- basic TIE model can be abbrevlated:

Forte = E

V

1),

wbere Force refers to the force on am individual to perform an act;
i- the research co sidered here, Force t
motivati

to exert effort on a Job.

considered equivalent to

Force

hypothesized to he a

nicnctoriioally increasing functiom of the other thiree terms in the

eatatjon above:
E = the expectancy that c-ertain ae-vels of effort vill

lead to certain l vels of peforrnance,
V = trke valences or perceived att -ctiveness of vs,-

ous o-tcomes of perormar1ce, and
I = the instrumentality of vaxious levels of pe

an e for attainment of these ottcom.

9
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e is a function of the

Vroom (1964) stated further that Pe

ability x motivation interaction, where motivation is defined by the
above formula.

Although there have been mamT tests of VIE theory as a model of
work motivation (cf. Mitchell, 1974), only a few have also looked at
the relationship between ability and niotiyation as defined by the VIE
models.

Galbraith and Cummings (1967) claimed to test the interacti!-;1,

although their ability measure appears highly questionable--operaticT
workers with g _ater than six months texiure were called high ability,

while thosA with less tenure were calaed low ability (total N = 32).

In addition to assuming that ability

experience, the authors assumed

there were no noncontrollable t r1vironmettal influences between exer-

tion of effort and performance, so th t the VIE expectancy

= 1.

Their model presented motivation as a sum of valence due to ego involvement in the task plus_valence x instrumentality for each of five
extrinsic rewards (money, fringe benefits, promotions, supportiveness
of supervisor, and group accept:m.1cl.

Valences, instrumentalit' s, and abiai y were each diehotoned
and entered into a series of dummy wariable regression equations.

The

authors reported that the only s snificant contributions to -he

ance in productivity output -e:_ ntivtioti x ability interactions;

supportivenessVxIxA, moneyVz<I1(11.

and ego invoarel ntVxA

produced a multiple R of .68-leading the authors to conclude that
there was some support for the hypothesized interaction of motivation
and ability.

Their statistical methods, end consequently their o--

clusions, must be questioned, however.

klthough the product terns

they reported carry interaction information, according to Cohen and

-13

Cohen (1975

p. 295) these terms are not the same

s the interaction

ttntil all main effects amd. any lower-order interactions are partioned
out-

Hence, hierarchical regression equations are called for rather

than the stepwise regression equations used.

Moreover, the use of

muatiple regression for 5 equations with 7 independeut variables
extrinsic rewards) and

a

equation with 3 independent variables (task

volwenent) on a sample of only 32 subje ts invites fitting so much
raidom error that the results cannot be taken as meaningfUl.

The model of VIE theory proposed by Lawler and Porter (1967)
and Porter and Lawler (1968) was tested by Gavin (1970).
deviates from Vroom's (1904) in two major respects-

This model

First, the ex-

pectancy and inst umentality terms are combined into au effort-reward
probability, since Porter and Lawler found that the freQuencies with
which the job behaviors of working hard and performing well lead to
each reward are highly cor elated.

Second, they postuaate that both

ability End role perceptions moderate the relationship between
tic

and rierformance.

o

la-

Role perceptions will not le explored here,

since the evidence on this construct,is sparse and the present concern is with ability and mot-Iration.
Gavin (1970) studied 192 me.le and 175 female maria

didates in an insurance compen

rial can-

Abil ty was measured by the LOMA

Test 1A, a general aptitude test, and m tivation was measured by
weighting the effort-reward probabilities of 21 outcomes by their
valences.

Since ability did mot correlate with supervisory ratings

of performance in either sample, the explanation was offered that
managerial effectiveness does not necessarily require bookish, scholarly, intellectual activity, and standard occupationaa aptitude tests

21

have little utility for predicting

agerial perfo

ance (Guion,

1965).

Notivation vas significantly correlated with perform

(

the .20's, B. 4..61 for both samples).

e

Multiple regression

equations -114 ed that adding ability to motivation did not increase

prediction, mor did adding the ability x motivation interaction,
probally because of the lack of a meaningful relationship between
the general ability test and the supervisory ratings.

Henem

's (1911) test of VIE theory was similar to Ga

(1970), except that he used a separate expectancy term in accordance
vitla Nroom

(1964) rather than Porter and Lawler'

(1968) NIP model.

Heneman's sanpie -onsist d of 79 managers of a large midwestern department store, and the performance measure was a score derived in
au annual. Management by Objectives performance evaluation.
ity m a

Tle abil-

e was total score on the Otis Employment Test, used by the

company for sej.ectlon of managers.

Since the test did not correlate

with performance, two explanations were

ffered:

either aental abil-

ity tests are simply poor predictors of managerial perf

anc

(Guion,

1965), or there vas a restriction of range from using the ability
mcasire for selection.
Ga

Both explanations could also be appLied to

's (1970) lacR of significant validity in a similar situatton.
Fleneme (1971) also found that motivational force, calcula ed
eo:pectanoy times the sum of valence x instrumentality for 23 out-

comes, did not correlate with per

ance.

Multiple R's u ing Forco,

Alility, each of three measures of role perception separately, plus

d three-way interactions also were not significant Ws for
th- three main effects ranged from .19 t_ .23 and R's for the full

eluatioms ranged from .26 t

ability and

A1thouh Henenan did not report

.37).

otivation findings independ

on the other data pre ented, It is i.nl
significant.

ole perceptions , based

e2r that a multiple 1

would be

Heneman noted that the magnitudes of the R's in his and

Gavin's (1970 ) studies were similar, but Garin's larger sample sizes

permitted him to demonstrate statistical sinficance

.

Arvey (1972) tested VIE theory in a laboratory setting with 180
male co2lege undergraduates performing a

arithmetic task.

used three levels of ability, derived by

atomizing scores on the

American College Math test, three levels of expectancy
of instramentality.

and two levels

A three-way analysis ol variance -between expectancy,

in trumentality and ability showed only a
ability

Tte design

ant main effect for

.001); the correlation of ability with performance was ,43.

A multiple regression analysis showed that exp ctancy produced an R of
instrumentality added nothing to the
( xpectancy x instr
inst

entality) produced aa

entality + ability produced am R of

expectancy

of .14

instrume

ali

but expectancy +

McNemar's (1962) F

test showed that the gain in adding the ability variable to the two

ant at V.01, produc

motivational variables was statistically
an increase of l9% in amo_

of variance

three-vay interactions contributed only '6% in

ned.

g

The two-way and

-aunt of variance explalned

over the simple additive model, a nonsinificant increment to the multiple
R.

Since ability correlated .43 with perormiariee, and the multiple R 0

abllit3, and the two motivational va

bles

only .115 with performance, the motiv

23

ut interactions) correlated

nal variables did not make a very

meaningful contribution to prediction,
is the first study reviewed where an

ld be noted that this

It

tftu

was directly re-

lated to the task.
Dachler and. MObley (1973) attempted tO

ability x motiva-

t -n interaction in their study of VIE thenry but were somewhat hampered
by a lack of ava lable ability test scores,

In their Plant 1, for the

46 new employees for whom ability test LniQrmtion was available,
ability correlated significantly with viarterly average performanc
.05).

The motivation index, whi

level of pe forman

the VIE formula for the

with optimal ecpe tancy per subject, correlated

only .06 wi h peiformance in Plant 1 C

rhaps, suggested the authors,

because the short-tenured employees bad not aS yet established stable,
instrumentality and expectancy perceptions). Although Dachler and

Mobley (Note 3) inappropriately referred to the p oduct of ability
and motivation as the interaction term and commented on its correlation with perforwAn1e, they also computed the rultiple R of ability,
motivation, and thedsr interaction.

No

ce test was performed

to evaluate whether m tivatien or the interaction added to the multiple
R, but its size (R
performance (r

.37) compared to the sisple r of ability and
indicates that the contribution of the two

additional terms wOUld not be ineaningñU

In their Plant 2, motiva-

tion indices and 17 ability tests were ieftective predictors of
performance, and multiple R's of these wariebles and their interactiOns

appeared to be non-significant (Mohler

MObleyt Note 3).

The VIE model Of motivation and various .combinations of its

ponents were tested by Lawler and Suttle (1973) Using 18 outcomes.

24-
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The sakple consisted of 69 departmtrIt managers in 6 retail stores on

Ability vas measured by the Thurstone Test of

a PaY incentive plan.

hal, quantitative, and total gen-

Mental Alertness, which giveS 4
eral Ability score.

eaures included subjecti e perfor-

PerformanCe

and objective sales data.

mance tankings by self, bos4, and peers

The tPtal VIE model correlated .32 (1.0, .01, one-tailed) with self-rank'Ut was not significantly COrrelated with any other performance

ings

Ability WAS not correlated +with any performance criterion, an

date,.

unsur 1-ising finding since g eerai. ability tests usual y are poor

predictors of sales pe formanoe (
a multl.ple correlation includtha

taelli

1966).

With each criterion

xpectancy 4- role perception -I- total

one-tailed), but no test was

abili%r score vas significant (

iributed significantly to the multiple

made tO see if ability reall

A u1tiplicative combinat

of the three variables had significant

r's (R1.05) with two of the four cmi eria, but

contrary to the

author' interpretations, this

ultlflicative combination does not

reallY answer the question ot"

ether ability and motivation interact

to PrOgict performance.
gitchell and Nebeker

7

)

also tested a multiplicative combinativation, using log trans-

tion Or ability and sever

tares Of

formatUns of the dependent an

independent variables to represent

the Products (logP= log J
perfor5eance, A

both

4

Si

log i4j4 equal toP=AxWwhereP=

ability and V

ditive and multiplicative

f rt).

W th simple regression,

tions of ability with various

motivation measures usually had a loir correlation with performance
than did ability alone

,5T

The strong correlation
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between ability and performance is mot sur rising, since predictorcriterion relevance was well established:

the ability measure was

predicted grade point average based on a pre-college entrance examination and high school grades, and performance WB

measured ly one

quartes grade point average for 60 male undergraduates.
was operationalized in several ways

Motivation

including tbe total VIE model,

average number of hours spent per week studying (self-report), attitudes

toward academic effort, and a model of expectations by profassors and
peers.

Multiple R's were higher than simple r's when ability was

combined with motivation for both additive and multiplicative models,
but the reauj.ts were dismissed as uncoiwinain g since mul iple regression fit

.

No significance tests were reported for adding any

co_ponents in multiple regression to the predictions of performance
by ability alone.

Moreover, it does not appear that both additive and

multiplicati e components were included in the same regression equation to provide an appropriate test for the interaction effe-t of
ability x motivation.

The total VIE model and its relationship to ability was also
tested by Sheridan, Slocum, and Min (1974).
138 wor1ers employed on routine tasks in a
an incentive payment plan.

Their sampie consisted of
steal fabricatin

pl-nt

TO comprise the VIE model, fourteen

outcomes were rated for valence and instrumentality, and two questions (nne regarding control over quality, the other on the relationship between effort and production rate) were used to measure
expectancy.

Ability was measured by the Army General Clas ification

26

Test, a test of general learning abili y, and perfor ance was meaThe VIE model of motivation

sured by a two-week productivity index.

correlated significantly with performance (r = ,23,

had a nonsigni leant correlation with performance

(

< .01) .

Ability

.14), explained

by the authors as a problem of diminishing congruity between abilities
and tasks over time as the worke

'

jobs become more specialized.

The

product of ability and motivation had a simple correlation of .28 with

performance (p.01); from this the authors c ncluded that inclusion
ability had no significant effect on the model since the correl tion of performance with motivation alone reached the same significance
level.

This ca -ot be accepted as an appropriate test of the ability

x motivation interac

(:)11, however, since, as mentioned previ-usly,

the product is not the

gression analyses were per

the interaction
-ed (Cohen & Cohen

and no multiple re1975, p. 295).

0

Studies using the VIE theory of motivation, then, have generally
not been supportive of the interaction of ability and motivation in
the prediction of performance.

Co _ants on Past Abilit- Motivation Research.

On the whole, the research review just presented shows

some

limited support for the hypothesis that performance is a function of
the interaction of ability and motivation.

More important,

per-

haps, is that several issues are raised by an examination of past
studies that can provide some direction for futu

research.

The first two issues have to do with measurement.

Ability w

defined in a multitude of ways in the research, -ome of which are

27
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undoubtedly confounded with motivation and other variables.

To test

the abil ty x motivation interaction hypothesis, it would seem preferable to use the term ability to

refer primarily to relatively

stable, long-term non-motivational aptitudea of individuals.

By this

definition, ability was most highly correlated with performance when
t vas measured by an aptitude test that was closely related to the
task being performed (Arvey, 1972).

Dunnette (Note 4) found similar results with clerical task performance and a weighted composite of three 5-minute clerical tests.
In a re-evaluation of a series of laboratory studies

he discovered

that when subjects were changed from incentive pay to hourly pay,
the impact of ability differences changed from accounting for about
60% of the variance in performance under incentive conditions to,
in Smile caseB, none at all under hourly pay.

Dunnette argued from his

findings that ability is the most parsimonious basis for predicting
job performance, _ince motivation conditions accounted for a small
percentage of the variance in perfOrm-r-c

.

His results seemed to

indicate that as motivation changes, it prime ily affects the expression of ability, and he argued that the ability x motiv tion interaction is pos ible only where motivation levels are optimal.

On the

basis of his research, this appears to be when incentive pay (which
can be conceptually equated with instrumentality in VIE theory) and
feelings of equity are operative.

Dunnette's (Note 4) research not only supported the impor ance
of relevant ability measures but led to his recommendation of

28
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simplicity as a goal for measures of motivation.
issue was apparent in the research reviewed here.

This measurement
Several research-

ers using complex VIE formulas for motivation found that weighting
instr_ entality by valence was ineffective (Arvey, 1972; Gavin,
1970; Lawler and Suttle, 1973; Sheridan et al., 1974).
Lawler and Suttle (1973)

In fact,

d that it is probably better to use

simple expectancy attitudes in measuring _otivation rather than the
complex VIE formulations, since they found that the total VIE model
was not significantly better at predicting performance than was expectancy or instrumentality alone.

A third issue raised by the preceding literature review has to
do with the way in which ability and motivation may relate to performance.

Studies-often sho ed the main effect of ability, moti-

vation or both, and even the studies effectively demonstrating an
interactive effect showed main effects of both variables as well
This is con-

(Fleishman, 1958; French, 1957, 1958; Lawler, 1966).

trary to Vro --'s state-ent that "The effects of ability and motiva-

tion on performnnce are not additive but interactive
p. 203).

'

(Vroom, 1964,

It would appear that future research should look at both

the main effects and the interactive effects of ability and

otiva-

tion on performance.

While analysis of variance designs can show both main effects
and interaction effects, what they cannot show is the importance
of the interaction of ability and motivation relative to an additive
combination of the t o variables in the prediction of performance.
Appropriate statistical analyses ar.e, in fact, a fourth issue raised
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What analysis of variance does

not show (effects size and usefulness),multiple regression techniques
can shou by representing all sources of criterion variance as indep ndent variables (Cohen & Cohen, 1975, P. 206).

Multiple regression

has the additional advantage of being able to use the full range
data, rather than having to lose metric precision and statistical
power by grouping scores together.

Individual difference data ar

a large extent thrown away by the groupings required in analysis
variance design

(and by designs where continuous variables are cate-

gorized to accommodate dummy variable regression).

Although many of the VIE studies did use multiple regres- on
techniques, there seemed to be a misunderstaridin g on the part of many

researchers as to how to test the effects of the interaction of ability and motivation on performance.

Following Cohen and Cohen (1975,

p. 295) the following cl-ification is offered.
Let A = ability, M =

ot!vation,and P = performance.

Following

analysis of variance terminology, A x M = the ability by motivation
interaction.
vation.

In contrast, let AM = the product of ability and moti-

Then:

A x M = AM.A,M
or, the ability x motivation interaction equals the ability x motivation product with ability and motivation partialled out.

Only

when A and M have beenlinearly partialled from AM does it, in general, become the interaction independent variable of interest.

Linear

transformations of A and/or M will change the correlation of AM with

P. but AM is not the intaction,

30

AM.A,M is.

The correlation of
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AM.A,M with P does not change With linear transformations of A and
M.

The most appropriate way to test for the significance and rela-

tive usefulness of the ability x motIvatIon interaction in the prediction of performance is by hierarchical multiple regression.

If the

product AM is entered into the regression equation after A and M have
already been entered, it is automatically being en ered as AM.A,M,
which can be interpreted as the A x M inte action.

Darlington (1968)

has defined the usefulness of a term in multiple regression as the
2
would drop if it were removed from the regression equation
amount R-

and the weights of the remaining predictor variables were then recalculated.

for (McNem

Hence an F test for the increment in variance accounted
1962) is recommended to test whether the interaction

term contributes significantly to the prediction of performance over
that accounted for by ability and motivation alone (Cohen & Cohen,
1975; Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973).

Misinterpretations of the use of multiple regression abound in the
VIE research reviewed.

Galbraith and Cummings (1967) did not partial

out the main effects from their product terms in multiple regression,

and Mitchell and Nebeker (1973), Dachler and Mobley (Note 3), Lawler
and Suttle (1973 ), and Sheridan et al. (1974 ) drew conclusions from

the product term in simple regression.

With multiple regression,

neither Dachler and Mobley (Note 3), Lawler and Suttle (1973), nor
Mitchell and Nebeker (1973) performed a significance test to see if the
interaction of ability and motivation made a useful contribution to
the multiple R.

Gavin (1970), Heneman (1971), and Arvey (1972) used
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the appropriate statistics, but the first two authors' efforts were
impeded by the lack of predictability from their ability tests.

Un-

fortunately for the purposes here, Arvey was primarily interested in

motivation and tested for the significance of adding ability (which
had a large correlation with perfo-

ce) to motivation in a multiple

regression equation, rather than for the significance of adding motivation to ability in the prediction of performance.
Although the evidence accumulated so far is suggestive, it does
not appear that the hypothesis that performance is a function of
ability x motivation has as yet been properly tested.

An appropria

test of the hypothesis would seem to require:
1.

An ability test measure relevant to the task.

2.

A simple measure of motivation.

3.

A moderated multiple regression design that eliminates
no data by categorization.

4.

A test of the increment in prediction prov ded by the
ability x motivation interaction beyond that made from
their sum.

In the next chapter

some research is reviewed that relates

the second requirement mentioned above--the construct of motivation.
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CHAPTER II
IIITRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION

The ability x motivation research is inconsistent with respect to
what is meant by motivation.

Although a variety of motivating circum-

stances can be described, one differentiation which appears useful is
a distinction between in rinsic and extrinsic motivation.

Although

these two typs of motivation are frequently labelled separately,
they are not always consistently defined.

Believiag that there is confusion in the motivation literature
between intrinsic and extrinsic outcomes

ewards and punishments that

ivation), Dyer and Parker (1975) mailed questionnaires

are a pExt of

to a random sample of 200 Fellows and members of the Division of
Indu t ial and Organizational PsYcholo
Association.

of the American Psychological

Respondents were asked to define intrinsic and extrinsic

outcones, and to classify 21 outcomes selected from the motivation
literature as intrinsic, extrinsic, either intrinsic or extrinsic,
or "not

lire".

A content analysis of the 93 responses indicated a

substantial lack of agreement among definitions.

Intrinsic outcomes were defined by 35% of the respondents as
(a) those deriving from the task itself, or associated with the

content of the task or job; 25% defined them as (b) outcomes that are
internally mediated, self-administered, or self-reinforcing; 14%
defined them as

(

8% defined them as

)

subjective outcomes in the form of feelings; and
d) satisfying higher order needs

esteem, or self-actualizat on.

such as ego,

There was somewhat more consistency

- 25 -
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in definitions of extrinsic outcomes, since 45% defined them as deri

ig

from the environment surrounding the work, or associated with the con-

text of the task or job, and 24% defined them as outcomes that are
externally mediated by the organization or agents of the organization.

The classifications of the outcomes presented in the questionnaire also
showed much confusion among respondents.
One problem with the Dyer and Parker (1975) study that appears

add to the confusion is that they sought definitions of intrinsic an
extrinsic outcomes, not intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.

It is

suggested here that outcomes are more ambiguous in terms of intrinsic
extrinsic classification than are types of motivation.

For example,

"responsibility" was categorized as an intrinsic outcome by 55% of the
respondents, extrinsic by 13%, either intrinsic or extrinsic by 30%,
and "not sure" by 2%.

As an outcome, responsibility could satisfy

higher crder needs (intrinsic) and still be administered by others
(extrinsic).

Yet if one behaved on a job perceived as responsible in

a way that satisfied one's higher order needs, it is speculated that
there would be much more agreement that this is intrinsic an

not

extrinsic motivation.

There is no doubt, however, that intrinsic and extrinsic motivation
as well as intrinsic and extrinsic out omes are confused in the literature.

To examine why this confusion has come about and how it can be

rL onciled, some review of the literature is necessary.

Since the

two primary definitions of cxtrinsic outcomes in the Dyer and Parker
(1975) study were essentially antithetical to the first two definitions

f intrinsic'outcomes, the following discussion will center on their
four definitions of intrihsic outcomes.

Dichotomy

Two-Factor Theor

Two-factor theory (Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959; Herzberg,
1966) began as a study of job attitudes with the purpose of exploring
what people want from their jobs.

Interview data of critical incidents

showed that the primary determinants of good feelings about the job
were achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility and advancemerit--factors which were called "motivators" since they were associated
with self- eported improvement in performance.

On the other hand, bad

feelings on the job were associated primarily with company policy and
administration, supervision-technical, salary, interpersonal relationssupervision and working conditions--factors called "hygienes" since
they seemed to serve primarily to prevent job dissatisfaction rather
The motivators seemed to

than to ere te positive job attitudes.

surround the theme of job content, and have been equated to intrinsic
job factors--definition (a) from Dyer and Parker (1975).

The hygienes

concerned the context or environment in which individuals do their jobs
and were labelled extrinsic job factors.

Two-factor theory has been researched primarily as a theory of
job satisfaction rather than of motivation.

unipolar continua

The two hypothesized

one for job satisfaction and the other for job

dissatisfaction, generally are not found unless the original storytelling and coding methods ere used (cf. Howard, Note 5).

Yet research

results have frequently pointed to the greater importance attached to
intrinsic rather than extrinsic factors for both satisfaction and dissatisfaction, and some similar results have also been found for motivation.

5

For example, in the original study. Herzberg et al. (1959) found
that respondents claimed a generally positive performance effect in
73% of the periods of good feelings on the job when motivators were
predominant.

In the critical incidents involving bad feelings,

where hygienes were more often mentioned, there vas a generally
negative effect on perfo_

_

-ce 45% -f the time.

That a 48% negative

response means there are no motivation implications and. a 73% positive

response means there are motivational implications has been seriously
questioned (Schwab, DeVitt, & Cummings, 1971), but a stronger impact
f intrinsic factors as opposed to extrinsic factors is still suggested.

In addition to the Herzberg-type interview method, Atchison and
Lefferts (1972) asked 122

active and terminated Air Force pilots how

they reacted to the good and bad events they described in terms of
both performance and career intent.

In the good job sequences, signif-

icantly more individuals :o ed a positive effect for performance
than for career intent.

In the bad job sequences, less than 50%

indicated a negative effect on performance, while significantly more
pilots indicated a negative effect on career intent.

The authors

concluded that the data supported the idea that Herzberg's motivators
or intrinsic factors have a closer relationship to the decision to
produce and the hygienes or extrinsic fa tors are more closely related
to the decision to participate.

Some very limited aupport for the motivational character

tics of

job content facto-- comes from a Soviet study of 2665 workers under
30 in Leningrad (Zdravomyslav & Yadov, 1964).

The workers ranked

various job factors on a satisfaction questionnaire.

When the rankings

were compared ,with supervisory performance ratings, the highest

correlation with perfo: &nee was satisfaction with the nature of the work.
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Gordon (1965) bad 683 life insurance agents rate their degrees
There

satisfaction with 54 items and report their production rates.

were positive relationships between satisfaction with intrinsic factors
end production, but no relationships between extrinsic or hygiene factors
and production.

Although self-reported performance data are less than

ideal (and Gordon's study is similar to Herzberg et al.'s 1959 study in
this respect), the results do give some support to the idea that it
is primarily the intrinsic job factors which are associated with performance.

Wernimont, Toren, and Kappel (1970) conducted a questionnaire
study in one company where 775 technical employees were asked to rank
17 variables for importance with respect to two aspects of their work
lives, one of which was importance in making them want to put extra
effort into doing their jobs.

Although individual differences were

clearly in evidence, there tended to be agreement in the ranking of the
three most important variables leading to increased job effort.
of these were intrinsic f

t

All

s -doing the kind of work one likes to

do, being responsible and accountable for all or nearly all of one's
aspects of job assignments, and having the opportunity to take part in
making the decisions that affect one's work.

Some evidence for both the separation of intrinsic and extrinsic
factors and their relationship to performance was presented in two
studies by Friendlander.

In the first study (Ft edlander

1963), the

attempt was made to establish the factorial independence of intrinsic
and extrinsic factors in terms of employees' sources of job satisfaction.
The sample consisted of 200 engineers, 200 supervisors, and 200 salaried
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employees from a large manufacturing company.

When 17 source-of-

satisfaction items were correlated and factor analyzed, three factors
emerged--- cial and technical enviro
vision

ent

.cluding aspects of super-

ork group and working conditions), intrinsic self-actualizing

work aspects, and recognition through advancement.

first two factors seemed to correspond to H

The results of the

berg's hygienes and moti-

vators, but the third factor seemed to combine hygienes (merit increases)
and motivators (promotion and recognition).

This deviation from

Herzberg's definitions reflects some of the confusion in classifying
out omes reported by Dyer and Parker (1975) and will be commented on
later.

Questionnaires scored on the above factors were used by Friedlander
(1966) on a sample of 1047 white-collar and 421 blue-collar workers

performing primarily research and development activities in an isolated
government community.

The purpose of the research was to compare the

job performance (measured by salary adjusted for tenure) of those
scoring high on each of the three factors.

Results showed that within

the white-collar group the need for achievement through task involvement (intrins c self-actualizing work) was related to high performance,
while the need for achievement through recognition and advancement
was related to poor performance.

There were no significant factor

score differences between high and low performing blue-collar workers.

For at least one sample, then, the presence of intrinsic job factors
was related to high performance.

The research with two-factor theory and motivation is surprisingly
sparse in light of the abundance of studies testing it as a theory of
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Howard

job satisfaction

1974) and the original claim that one
Llthough the measures used were

group of factors are "motivator "

-ften poorly designed, the few studies reported. here are generally

positive in finding intrinsic factors more related to motivation or
performance than extrinsic factors.

Two-factor theory

otivators and hygienes are functional labels--

the motivators supposedly serve to motivate, or cause job satisfaction,
while the hygienes prevent dissatisfaction but do not satisfy or motivate.
When the motivator and hygiene terms were retranslated into intrinsic
(job content) and extrinsic (job context) factors, however, some ambiguFor example, why is recognition considered part of job

ity arose.
content?

Does it not require behavior on the part of at least one

individual other than the job perfo

er?

And what distinguishes re-

cognition, supposedly an intrinsic job content factor, from interpersonal
relations- upervision, an extrinsic job context factor?
Some cognizance of this problem and progress toward its solution
came from Schneider and Locke (1971), who separated critical incidents
into events

what happened) and agents (who made it happen).

Their

study showed that the same categories of events were judged to lead
to both good and bad days on the job, but self was the primary agent
involved in good days and other agents in bad days.

zation leads to Dyer and Parker

Their categori-

(1975) second definition of intrinsic

outcomes as those administered by the self (and extrinsic outcomes as
those administered by others).

Under this definition recognition and

advancement seem to be more extr" sic zaan intrinsic factors, contrary
to Herzberg's definitions.

The secon -. definition also agrees with

that used by many VIE theorists.
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Differentiation

ctivation in VIE Theo

Although most studies of the VIE theory of motivation have concentrated on extrinsic rewards and hence extrinsic motivation (Deci, 1975),
several VIE theorists have

luded a distinction between intrinsic and

extrinsic motivation In their VIE models (cf. Galbraith & Oummings,
1967; Graen, 1969; House & Wahba, 1972).

Ext insic re -rds, as defined

in most VIE research, refer to externally mediated rewards, or rewards
distributed by someone other than the self.

For example, the organiza-

tion can provide money, fringe benefits, or promotions; the supervisors
may provide recognition or supportive behavior; and the peer group may
provide acceptance.

For these re

ds to contribute to motivation,

they must be contingent upon effective work perfo
plied by an instrumentality term.

e; i.e., multi-

Intrinsic rewards, on the other

hand, appear to be self-rewards and internally mediated.

They may or

may not require an instrumentality term or an expect- cy term according
to different theorists.

Several studies using the VIE theory of motivation have pointed
to the importance of intrinsic motivation, as did the Rerzberg research.
In a test of the various kinds of VIE variables, Lawler and Suttle
(1973) measured 13 perfo

-e

utcome expectancies, 18 eff_ t-outcome

expectancies, and 2 effort-pe-formance expectancies.

A factor analysis

of the 38 expectancy Items showed three interpretable factors.

These

were defined not by type of expectancy but by type of outcome or reward.

The first factor included items concerned with internally

mediated rewards, the second with externally mediated rewards, and
the third with negatively valued outcomes.
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related .64 with effort-performance expectancy, while the external
and negative factors showed no significant correlation'with this same
expectancy.

The internal factor was also the only fac_or to correlate

significantly with rank of effort by self (r = .32,

.01).

This was

almost as high as the correlation of the total VIE model with rank of

effort by self (r = .39, p.01), and demonstrates that the internal
motivation factor was carrying the weight of the motivation model.
The instrumentality term in VIE theory implies that rewards must
be contingent upon performance.

Since self-administered rewards for

good performance are usually positive feelings about the self- there is
a logical connection t_ _-er and Parke:

(1975) definitions

(

) in-

trinsic outcomes affect subjective feelings, and (d) intrinsic outcomes
satisfy higher order needs.

VIE research has also used these definitions

Lawler (1969) defined intrinsic motivation as the degree to vh'ch
a job holder is motivated to perform well because of sane subje,!tive

rewards or feelings that he expects to receive or experience as a
result of performing well.

Intrinsic motivation vas measured directly

by four items in a study of 291 scientists in 22 research and development laboratories (Lawle

Hall, 1970)

The items were:

1.

When I do my work well, it gives me a feeling of accomplish-

2.

When I perform my job well, i
_ t contributes to my personal

ment.

growth and development.
3.

I feel a great sense of personal satisfaction when I do my

job well.
4.

Doing my job well increases my feeling of self-es eem.
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-34Intrinsic motivation was correlated with self-rated effort (r = .18,

.01) and with self-rated performance (r = .11, p:c.05).

No contrast

with extrinsic motivation was made in this study, however.
Mitchell and A/bright (1972) hypothesized that job satisfact on,
job effort,and job performance would be more related to intrinsic
factors than to extrinsic factors.

Their subjects were 51 naval

aviation officers, and effort and performance were rated on a 00/X0
rating form used by higher officers.

Intrinsic outcomes included

feelings of self-esteem, opportunity for independent tho

t and action,

opportunity for personal growth and development, feeling of selffulfillment and feeling of worthwhile accomplishment.
"opportunity for

(The expression

appears to muddle the classification of an outcome

es externally mediated, since others can provide the opportunity,

but it ±

the self that grows or develops

)

Extrinsic outcomes were

authori y, prestige, security, opportunity to develop close friendships, salary, promotions,and recognition.

When the VIE motivational

variables were correlated with self-rated effort and superior-rated
performance, almost every comparison showed that the intrinsic components were equally or more related to the criteria than the extrinsic
But it should be noted that differences between correlations

components.

for the two types of motivational variables did not reach statistical
significance.

Type of outcome was also separated in a study of 50 male undergraduates by Mitchell and Nebeker (1973).

Three intrinsic outcomes

included feelings of accomplishment, self-confidence,and appreciation
of ideas.

Two extrinsic/impersonal outcomes included a good job and

admission to graduate school.

Four extrinsic/social outcomes included
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social attractiveness to the other sex, social attractiveness to the

same sex parental praise,and respect from peers.

When valences and

instrumentalities for these outcomes were separated, the intrinsic
factors were most valued, but the extrinsic/impersonal outcomes
were perceived as most attainable from college performance.

Both

types of factors could presumably be motivating, then.
The VIE studies just reviewed have at least two implications.
First

ntrinsic motivation, mostly ignored by VIE theorists initially,

appears to have promise as a motivator and should be considered.
Second, definitions of intrinsic and extrinsic outcomes are not always
the same within the same theoretical network.

The definition problem

leads to yet another motivation theory for clarification.

Cognitive Evaluation Theory

Perhaps the best integrated definition of intrinsic motivat on
comes from Deci's (1975, 1976) cognitive evaluation theory.

He noted

that in the experimental literature, behavior is defined as intrinsically
motivated when there are no apparent exte_nal rewards.

While this

ay be an effective operational definition for experimental studies,
does not provide a meaningful account of the processes that underlie these behaviors.

Deci suggests instead that intrinsically motivated

behaviors are those involved with the human need for being competent
and self-determining.

Intrinsically motivated behaviors fall into

two classes--those that people engage in to seek out optimally challenging
situations

and those whose aim is to conquer challenge or reduce

incongruity.
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White (1959) presented the strongest early paper that posited
-a motivation for competence or effectance motivation.

Rather than

reducing a tissue drive, competence motivation is energized by the need
to deal effectively with the environment and causes behaviors which
allow a person to have feelings of efficacy.

Deci (1975, 1976) hypothesized that a sequence of m tivated
behavior begins with stimulus inputs to the central nervous system-from the environment, from memory, or from internal stimulation.

The

stimulus inputs generate an "awareness of potential satisfaction".

This, in turn, provides the energy for an individual to decide what
to do, to set goals, and to behave in such a way as to try to achieve
these goals.

The reward is the feeling of competence and self-deter-

mination from dealing with one's environment.

The activity itself cannot

be its awn reward or reinforcer; it can only bring about internal
consequences which the individual perceives as rewarding.

Cognitive evaluation theory would encompass all four major
classifications of intrinsic outcomes in the Dyer and Parker (1975)
tudy, then.

Logically, intrinsic motivation should come from the

content rather than the context of a job, and. the individual rewards

himself with feelings of competence and self-determination.
Sco

(1976) has criticized Deci's theory from a behavioristic

point of view.

He suggested that when behavior is seen to persist

in the absence of conventional reinforcers, it would be More fruitful
to look for less obvious response-contingent stimulus events known to
have reinfo cing properties than to hypothesize about a number of autonomous central processes.

Deci's (1976) major reply to Scott was that

the two of them begin with different metatheoretical assumptions.
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Scott subscribes to the assumption that human beings are mechanisms
whose behavior is determined by reinforcement histories
in the present environment.

d contingencies

Deci starts with the assumption that inter-

nal states such as motives, feelings, and attitudes are causes of behavior,
not epiphenomenal to it.

Cognitive evaluation theory assumes that humans

are information processors who make deci ions and behave in accord with
those decisions.

Deci did not deny that there is a large quantity of evidence that
extrinsic rewards or reinforcers motivate behavior.

He did argue,

however, that there are sit- itions in which the use of extrinsic rewards

will decrease intrinsic motivation, change attitudes, and impair performance.

According to cognitive evaluation theory, extrinsic rewards affect
intrinsic motivation by two processes.

First, when behavior is intrin-

sically motived, the perceived locus of causality is said to be internal; that is, the cause of certain behavior is thought to be one's
own intrinsic needs.

When people receive extrinsic rewards, their

perceived locus of causality becomes external, and they perform the
behaviors only for extrinsic rewards (extrinsic motivation) and no
longer because they are intrinsically motivated.

This hothesis

draws on the work of deCharms (1968), who suggested that when external
rewards are given for an intrinsically motivated activity, the individual's feeling of personal causation shifts so that he feels he has
become a pawn to the source of external rewards.

Festinger similarly

reasoned from his theory of cognitive dissonance (1957) that external

rew

de affect the person's concept of why he is working and his

attitudes toward work and thus decrease intrinsic motivation.
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Cognitive evaluation theory specifies that a second way intrinsic
motivation may be affected by extrinsic rewards is through a change in
feelings of competence and self-determination.

If rewards convey tO

people that they are competent arid self-determining, their intrinsic

motivation is incre

ed;if rewards convey the opposite, intrinsic

motivation is decreased.

The contention of cognitive evaluation theory that extrinsic rewards
may have detrimental effects on intrinsic motivation was derived
from a number of studies which have generated some controversy.

The

insic Rewards on Intrinsic Motivation

A series of studies by Deci (1971, 1972a

1972b, 1975) demonstrated

with some success the detrimental effect of extrinsic rewards on
intrinsic motivation.

The studies all used the same basic pared

of observing subject behavior in three different per ods.

During the

first period Ss were performing at an operant level for no app _ent
external reward, during the second period Sm were rewarded for the

activity in the experimental group while control Ss received no reward,
and finally the rewards were halted, and the subjects were given a free
choice of activities while being unobtrusively observed.
The bulk of Deci's evidence comes from laboratory studies

where

the task was putting together a puzzle of plastic pieces according to
configurations drawn on paper.

Intrinsic motivation was measured by

amount of time -pent working on the puzzles for [time 3

time 1].

Intrinsic motivation was compared for the experimental and control
groups to measure the effect of the reward/no reward condition of the
second period.

In two studies where money was used as a reward, one
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of them showed a significant decrease in intrinsic motivation following
the extrinsic reward, providing the money was received after the total
experiment was finished and could not contribute to inequity dissonance
reduction (Deci, 1972b).

A similar laboratory study (Deci, 1972a)

showed that money decreased intrinsic motivation only when it was
contingent on number of puzzles done, rather than a fixed fee for
ticipating.

The contingency requirement for extrinsic rewards to reduce
intrinsic motivation has been questioned by Calder and Staw (1975a,
1975b), who demonstrated that a noncontingent monetary reward could
lead to decreased task satisfaction among subjects working on jigsaw
puzzles.

Kruglanski, Freedman, and Zeevi (1970) also found that a

noncontingent reward (the promise of an interesting laboratory tour
to high school students for participating in an experiment) decreased
recall, creativity,and satisfaction with the experimental task.

The

contingency of extrinsic rewards may be important only in that it
affects their saliency, then (Calder & Stew, 1975 ).

An experiment using Deci's laboratory paradigm with positive
verbal reinforcements showed that intrinsic motivation was

1-14,12g_r_

for experimental subjects than controls after introduction of the
rewards (Deci

1971).

This proved to be true only for males, however

(Deci, 1972b; Deci, Cascio, & Krusell, 1975), and was attributed to
increasing their feelings df competence.

The intrinsic motivation of

females was reduced after positive verbal reinforcements, presumably
because they detected a change of locus of causality from self to
others

consistent with the socialization of females.
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Negative verbal reinforcements were found to have significant
negative effects on the intrinsic motivation of both males and females
in about the same degree in the same type of puzzle design.

In addition,

negative feedback through failure, without verbal feedback, also resulted
in the exverimental subjects playing significantly less with the puzzles
during the free play period than did a control group (Deci

1975).

6alancik.(1975) argued that Deci's findings vary with level of
difficulty of the task, and demonstr t d his hypothesis in an experiment
with 78 male undergraduates performing a slot-car road-racing task.

Error rates were markedly increased for one group by varying the amount
f power sent to different parts of the track.

Results showed no differ-

ence in task persistence for the pay v . no pay groups
formers persisted longer than low performers.

but high per-

These results could also

be interpreted as the detrimental impact on intrinsic motivation of
negative feedback through failure, however.

Lepper, Greene, and Nisbitt (1973) demonstrated that intrinsic
motivwcion could be undermined with extrinsic rewards in a study of
preschool children who had demonstrated interest in drawing with
magic markers.

The children were blocked by degree of initial inte

est and randomly assigned to one of three conditions:

18 Ss in the

expected award condition (the reward being a certificate with a
gold seal and ribbon), 18 Ss in an unexpected a ard condition (the
children did not know they would get the award until after they
had dra

in

their pictures), and 14 Ss in a no award condition.

As pre-

dicted, the children in the expected sward condition spent less time
playing with the drawing materials in post-e
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measurement sessions than did children in the other two conditions.
The Lepper et al. (1973) study was replicated by Greene and
Lepper (1974).

Combining,the two studies, 93% of the no award children

and 89% of the unexpected award children subsequently played with the
magic markers in their classrooms, while only 62% in the expected
award groups did so.
(puzzles

Two additional experiments with different tasks

and math-related activities) and different rewards (the chance

to play with seine highly attractive toys and the chance to earn credits

toward math prog am awar s respectively) showed similar results
(Greene & Lepper, 1974).

Noting that both the Deci and the Lepper et al. studies showed
significant results only with highly salient or expected rewards,
Ross (1975) demonstrated this point further with two samples of nursery
school children enticed to play a drum.

Compared to children promised

a prize located under a box in front of them (salient reward condition),
a much greater proportion of children promised an unidentified prize
or no prize chose initially to play with the drum in a free play period,
played with the drum longer (even when measured four weeks later),
and were much mo e likely to identify the drum as the "most fun thing
in the room".

In a second experiment, children who were either asked

to think about a topic unrelated to the reward or offered no reward
displayed more interest in playing the drum later than did children
asked to think about the reward of two marshmallows.

Again, results

showed that high salience of e trinsic rewards makes them even more
likely to diminish int insic motivation.

Reiss and Sushinsky (1975) performed two experiments that showed
that the "decreased play" phenomenon appeared to occur with single-
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trial rewards, but the opposite effect occurred when con ingent reinforcements were applied in multiple trials.

Reiss and Sushinsky'

(1976) explanation of their results (as well as those where extrinsic

rewards appeared to undermine intrinsic motivation) was that there are
competing responses that interfere with task enjoyment.

Performance

anxiety, frustrative delay of reward, embarrassment or guilt if the
reward is perceived as socially inappropriate, rushing to finish to
obtain a reward, and visual and cognitive distraction may all be
competing responses.

Since arousal of most of these competing responses

should generally be greatest when the reward is first introduced, Reiss

and Sushinsky (1976) argued that many decreased play effects are stimulus
novelty effects that weaken over repeated trials of rewards

contingent

on performance.

In response to this argument, Lepper and Greene (1976) stated that
competing responses are neither necessary nor sufficient antecedent
conditions for decrements in subsequent engagement in activities of
initial interest.

Moreover, the Lepper et al. (1973) studies began

with a baseline of intrinsic interest and had nothing to do with the
learning or acquisition of intrinsic interest.
The studies demonstrating that extrinsic rewards may undermine
intrinsic motivation are indeed controversial.

Yet neither Lepper and

Greene nor Deci make exaggerated claims that extrinsic rewards are
always detrimental to intrinsic motivation.

Extrinsic rewards may be

especially valuable when level of intrinsic interest in low and the
extrinsic reward induces involvement or brings the person to a meaningful level of mastery on the task (Lepper et al., 1973).

vein

In a similar

Deci (1972a) argued that organizations should use money, an
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extrinsic rew_d, to at ract and. keep employees on the job, but that
participation and job enlargement should be used to arouse intrinsic
motivation to perform the job.

Another implication of these studies

#

for organizations providing results are generalizable, is that reward
systems should be examined to see that they do not simultaneously increase extrinsic motivation and decrease intrinsic motivation.

A Preference for Studying Intrinsic Motivation

The preceding discussions of research with two-factor theory and
VIE theory suggests that intrinsic motivation is a subject worthy of
study in its own right.

Although there is still much confusion in

definitions, cognitive evaluation theory offers an integrated approach
for studying intrinsic motivation.

Finally, the research on extrinsic

rewards and intrinsic motivation implies that intrinsic motivation is
important enough that the threat of its being undermined by extrinsic
rewards is considered highly undesirable.

It is not contended here that extrinsic rewards or extrinsic motivation are not important.

There is too much evidence in the psychological

iterature on the effects of reinforcement to entertain that idea.

What

suggested is that intrinsic motivation may be the more valuable conuct to study in an ongoing organization.

Although extrinsic rewards

are certainly available in organizations (people are paid to work,
their supervisors reward them verbally, they get promoted, etc ),

on

a day-to-day basis under conditions of no incentive pay, the enhancement
of intrinsic motivation may be the most reliable motivator at an organization's disposal.
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Deoi (1975) has suggested that whether or not extrinsic rewards
are appropriate depends on what the rewarder is attempting to do.

If

one is trying to get someone to do something on a one-time basis, extrinsic rewards are the more efficacious.

Extrinsic reward systems can be

highly effective as long as the system remains operative; that is, the
rewards never stop, they are contingent on performance, performance is
measured precisely, controls are always in force, and the relationship
between performance and rewards is clearly spelled out.

Yet even under

these conditions, Deci warns that individuals may become more concerned

with the rew

ds than with the activity and spend their energy trying

to obtain the most rewards for the least effort.

If, on the other hand, one is more i terested in increasing and
maintaining motivation than in increasing immediate performance, intrinsic motivation may be the preferable approach.

Greene and Lepper

(1974) suggested there may be a trade-off between the immediate success
and the long-range consequences of reward systems, with powerful and
salient extrinsic rewards being more effective as long as the reward
system is in operation.

The more powerful and salient the re a ds,

however, the more likely they are to undermine intrinsic motivation
in the absence of these rewards.

Others have suggested from a slightly different vantage point that
intrinsic motivation may be the preferred way to stimulate employee
performance.

Porter

Lawler, and Hackman (1975) warned that there are

some serious dangers involved in the leadership str tegy of using concrete rewards and punishments to get subordinates to do one's bidding.
When interpersonal rewards are used, there is the risk that at some
point in t' e subordinates will have had enough, and interpersonal favors
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Moreover, rela ionships between leaders

and subordinates may suffer when there is too heavy a reliance on the
administration of rewards and punishments as motivational tools.

This

places adults in a highly dependent relationship with another whom they
must please in order to have valued rewards dispensed to them--a situation with potentially dysfunctional consequences such as hostility,
withdrawal, and sabotage

Argyris, 1957).

Regardless of whether or not intrinsic motivation is the preferred
way to stimulate performance in the organizational environment, it represents a new and desired way to examine the relationship of ability
and motivation.

The next chapter explores how intrinsic motivation may

be determined both by or anizational strategies and individual characteristics.
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CHATTM III
THE DETERMINANTS OF INTRINSIC MOTIVATION

OrganiZations assumm somewhat different roles in the facilitation
of intrinsic vs. extrinsic mot vation.
potentially visible to others
to others.

Extrinsic rewards are tangible,

and given by members of the organization

Intrinsic Motivation can be enhanced by the organization

only by creating conditions that make it possible for individuals to
experience the appropriate self-administered rewards.

This is accom-

plished by means of partic.ar job designs (Porter, Lawler, & Hackman,
1975).

Job Design

Studies of job enrichment have essentially made the argument that
job modifications are fundamental steps toward
tion of workers.

increasing the motiva-

Lawler (1969) summarized ten job enlargement studies,

all of which resulted in higher quality work; four of the ten also
showed that job enrichment led to higher productivity.

Lawler suggested

that individuals probably achieve more satisfaction from producing one
very high quality product than from producing a number of low quality
products.

TheoretIcal explanations for the impact of job enrichment have been
offered by McGregor (1960), Argyris (1964), Likert (1967), and Herzberg
(1966).

Specific recommendations generally involve job changes such as

providing more challenging elements, (b) allowing workers to inspect
their orn output (feedback),

(

) making workers more responsible for
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their owm jobs, and (d) enlisting workers' perticipa ion in decisions
affecting their work.

recommendations

The relative contributions of the individual

have not been exactly determined.

Hackman (1969) argued that tasks have four points of impact on the
performance process.

First, the characteristics of the task.lead to

hypotheses and intent ons about how to respond to it.
affects motive states, such as

The task also

ousing the need for achievement.

Level

of cognitive or physTological arousal is affected by the complexity,
uniqueness, or variety of the job.
process

Finally, the task helps establish

utcome links; that is, after the perfo_ er has engaged in so

work activities and gotten feedback, he/she perceives which kinds of
behaviors lead to which kinds of -utcomes.
Lawler (1969) also specified some properties of tasks that would
be likely to arouse motives like achievement and to generate the belief
that successfUl performance will result in positive feelings of achieve
ment and growth.

Such jobs were said to be characterized by

(

feed-

back, w±ich may be particularly prominent when the job involves working

on a whole product, (b) use of v&lued abilities, and (c) control by the
worker over the setting of goals and defining the paths to those goals.
The relationship between task characteristics and achievement motiva-

tion, one type of intrinsic motivation according to Deci (1975), seems
to be a critical one.

Research has suggested that achievement moti a-

tion is m st likely to be arouses by moderately challengi g tasks (those
where there is about a 50-50 chance of success ), in competitive situations, in situations where performance is perceived to depend on so e
important or valued skills, and where performance feedback is given
(Lawler, 1973).

But achievement motivation typically is not activated
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c

Ere

tion is involved (Lawler, 1973).
Lawler and Hall (1970) researched the relationship b tveen various
job characteristics and intrinsic motivation among 291 scientists in
22 research and development laboratories.

Four items reflecting in-

trinsic motiv tion were correlated (at 2..01) with the folio
job gives n.e a chance to be creative" (r

2:

ng:

"MV

.15), "bly job gives me a

chance to do the things I do bese (r = .16), and "My job is appropriate
for my abilities" (r = .18).

Opportunities for control and influence

provided by the job were not related to intrinsic motivation.
Hackman and Lawler (1971) went to a greater level of spec±f±city

and identified particular job design factors that would produce various
organizational and personal outcomes.

Drawing on the work of TUrner

and Lawrence (1965), they proposed four requisite task_attributes,
core dimensions of Jobs, that they felt were critical to enhance the
intrinsic motivation of workers:
1.

kutonomy allows the wnrker to feel personally responsible for

a meaningful portion of his work, so that what is accomplished must be
through the worker's own efforts.

Without autonomy, a worker may feel

that successes and failures are tue to the work of other workers or
supervisors.
2.

To exnerience positive f4elings about himself, the -worker must

feel that his efforts led to achieving something he personally feels
worthwhile and important.
whole piece of work.

One way is for the job to be a sufficiently

This was called high task identit

by Turner and

Lawrence.
3.

A worker may also feel he is doIng something meaningful when

-49 the job requires him to use skills and abilities vhich he personally
values.

Opportunities for workers to expe ience this feeli-g would -be

expected on jobs high on the dimension of variety, since such j

typically t p a number of different skills which may be imyortart to
the employee.
l+,

The variety must challenge the worker, bow-

The job must providefeedback about what is acoomylished so

that the worker will know how he is doing.

Hackman and Lawler (1971) t_ ted the four core dimensions wth a
sample of 20B employees of a telephone company working or 13 different
jobs.

EMploree reactions to their jobs were measured on a number of

dimensions; experienced istrin_ic motivation, locus of motivation, job
involvement, general job satisfaction, and 12 items refl cling spe ific
job facet satisfactions.

Performance vas measured by ratings from

supervisors on quantity of work produced, quality of Work produced, and
overall performance effe tiveness.

Results showed that the higher the jobs were rated on each of the
four core dimensions of variety, autonomy, task identity, and feedback,
the higher the intrinsic motivation to perform well (all R:(.05, onetailed tests).

Vhe data suggested that "doing well" vas thterpreced as

haring more to do with high quality performance than producing large
antities of work.

Some or all of the core dimensions were pc itively

related to supwiso

'

perfornance ratings, attendance, job i-

()Lye-

meat, overall job satisfaction, and specific job facet satisfactions.
The theoretical underpinnings of the core dim nsions I: ply that

for

maximum motivation, jobs should be simultaneously high on all fo

of the dimen ions.

That is, employees should have the opportunity to

find out (feedback ) that they personally (autonomy) have accomplished
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-50something meaningful (task

d5fltitr and virie y) when t__y perform well.

To test this hypothesis, subjects

ere partitioned into three groups--

those above the 50th percentile on all four core dimensions, those (the
majority -f subjects) who t- ically described their jobs as high on some

of the core dimensions and lov on o hers, ani those below the 40th percentile on all fOur core dimensions.

One-way analyses of

ce

shawed significant differences between tbe groups in the predicted
direction on the various dependent rariables more substantial in terms
of significance levels than the overall correlational reu1ts.
Brief and Aldeg (1975) attempted a partial replication of the
Eacknan and Lawler (1971) study with 104 state employees involved in
the rehabilitation of inmates.

All of the job core dimensions except

task identity correlated significantly (.4.05) with intrinsic notivation.

Mbreover, all four jot core dimensions had significant

correla

time vith general job satisfaction, job involvement, and satisfaction
with work as measured by the 3oh Descriptive Index (Smith, Kendall,

Hain, 1969).
Rackaan and Oldham (1975, Note 5, Note 6) built upon the Hac
and Lawler (1971) -work in their development of the Job Diagnostic
Survey (JDS).

The theory underlying the instrument proposes that

positivo personal awl work outcomes, such as high internal motivation,
high work satisfaction, high quality perforinance

low turnover

rea1ized when three

are a-11 present within an employee.

low absenteeism

and

tical psychological states"
The p ychological states

t -ced backed to five core job dirnension.
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Specif

ally:

-51 1.

EXperienced meanIneulness of the work Ls attrihute 4 to-the

core job dimensi n-

f f-Jc112,21AAL, .task iclentity, and

c.fitasisd -

tante.

xperieaced resTo

2.

bility for outcomes of the work is wet'

buted to job 21,3121LE1m.
3.

Knowledge of tht actual result- of the

ioi1c activities is pro-

vided by feedback eros tale job itself.

Four of the five core dimensions are essentially the same as in
Backman and Lawler (1971).

defined as

Thefifth dimension, task significance,

he deee to which the job has a substantial impact on the

lives or work of otter people, wtether in the immediat

orgami ation or

in the external envdronment.

Since all three psychological state- were considered equally

imprtant, -a multipaitative

nctionof -the five core

irinsloas ae

they relate to the three psychological states was postulated to repre-

sent &job's Motivating Potentia/ Score:

Mtivating

Skill

4

Task

Task

4.

Identity

Potential
Score

Autonomy X Feedback

3

Tte JDS also measure

two supplementary job dimensions, the critica

psyrchoaogical states, affective outcome measures of motivation and
types of satisfaction, arid individual difference measures of growth need
strength.

The measure of intrinsic m tivation, which the authors call

ternal motivation, is defined as "the degree to which the employee is
self-motivated to perform effecti ely on the job; that is the employee

xperdences positive internal feelings when working effectivel3r on the
job, and negative internal feelings whta doing poorly" (Hackman &

9
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Oldham, 1975, p. 162).

in Nachman and Oldh

A detailed des= iption of the ITS can be found
Note 6).

Trhe substantive validity of the JIM was repo ted for a sample of

658 employees

62 different jobs in T organizati ns (Hackman & Oldham,

1975, Note 7).

Of interest here is that among the seven organizations,

the nedian correlation between MotiVating Potential Score and internal
motivation was .48 (Hackman & Oldhan, Note 7), a significant finding
(2.4.01, combining the E levels for the seven separate Enalyses).

In

addition, the same measure of enriched job characte-istics correlated
significantly 'with other outcome variables, such as growth satisfa tion
(median r = .58, 114.01) , general satisfaction (median r =

1/4.01)

absent eism (median r = -.25, 114.05), and. rated work effectiveness

(median r = .24, E .01).
The relationship (of job design

seems to have some support, then.

tors to int insio motivation
Yet, It is unlikely th t job design

is the only determinant of intrinsic nioiiva.tion, and several studies

have looked to non-ability characteristics of individuals as additional
sources.

Individual
-Characteristics
-

awler and Hall (1970) felt that intrinsic motivation is probably
a fun tion of both the job characteristics aud the job holders' characteristics.

Some people are more likely to be motivated intrinsically

than other people; i.e., those who already have str ng desires for
self-actualization and self-- teen (the higher order needs of Maslow,

1970) and those with a high need for achievement, which involves competition with a challenging standard of excellence (Atkinson, L964).
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Hackman and Lawler (1971) looked at both higher order needs (from
ratings of how much employees would like to have such job characteristics
as opportu.ntties for personal growth eind development) and the job core

dimensions mentioned previously.

To test the possibility th t subjects

differing in higher order need strerigth would show differential respon-

siveness to jobs high on the core dimensions, the top 1/3 of Ss on need
strength were compared to those in tie bottom 1/3 of the sam
tioa.

distribu-

It was expected that si ce higher order need strength was generally

high for all subjects, the "lows" would still show positive relationships
between the core dimensions and the depefldeni

variables, but the relation-

ships would be lower in magnitude than those for the "highs"
tioni

Correla

of variety, autonomy- and feedbacic with level of intrinsic motira-

tion, motivational focus of taking personal responsibility

and specific

_satisfaction_ tems-were gener lly in-the predicted pattern.

Agai- to test their argument that jobs need to be high on all four
core dimensions

the product score (variety x autonomy x 'task iden_i

feedback) was correlated with the dependentvariables separately for

the higher order need strength Ss vs t e lower order need strength Ss.
The correlation between high core jobs and level of intrthaic motivation
was .54 for high need employees and .23 for low need employees (both
N = 67 in each group), but the differenc, between the correlaticas
_

was not statistically significant.

Motivational focus of taking personal

ponsibility, focus on high quality work, and supervisors' ratings of
quaaity of performance were related to hl-gh 7ore jobs only fr high
need Tt ength employees, but-the differerIce between the correlations

for the two need etren

h groups was not statistically sign

t.

Cor-

relations were significantly higher ror the higher need strerith subjects
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on 13

f 12 specific job satisfaction items.

The authors concluded that

individuals with strong desires for higher order need satisfaction rep _d much more positively to high core Jobs than do individuals who
have weaker higher order needs.

Brief and Aldag (1975) also looked at the moderating effects of
growth need strength in their partial replication of the Hackman and
Lawie

relations were calculated bet een the product

(1971) study.

of the four core dJensions and each dependent variable fo

the third of

the subjects highest in higher order need strength and the third of
the subject lowest

higher

der need strength.

Brief and Aldag did

not find that higher order need strength was a moderator for the dependent
v-ariables of intrinsic

otivation, general job satisfaction, j b involve-

ment, or satisfaction with work.

A study similar to Hackman and Lawler's (1971 ) was conducted by-Wanous_(1974) with 80 ne-ly hired female telephone onerators.

Higher

order need strength vas iueasured by a composite score on eight items

tapping preferences for variety, autonomy, task identity, task feedback,
management feedback, challenge, meaningfulness, and use of valued skills
on the Job.

Employees were -plit at the medi.an into high or lou, need

strength groups.

The pres_ ce of task characteristics was also measured

the four core diinen.sions of feedback, variety, autonomy, and task
identity.

Employee reactions included satisfaction with specific job

characteristics, global joh sat_sfaction, absenteeism, and performance.

Classification of emuloyees by Protestant work ethic or by urb n/rural
back- ound as suggested by Hulin and Blood (1968) did not demonstrate
that these individual differences moderate the relationships between
job characteristic

d either satisfaction, attendance, or perfo
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between the

four core di ensions and job satisfaction but not the other criteria.
Intrinsic motivation was not measured, however.

Robey (1974) was more successful in a laboratory experiment in
dem -strating that workers must value job challenge, achievement, and
autonomy before job enlargement c

have a positive effect on performance.

_

A Sample of 126 college students in

management cour a vas administered

the work values questionnaire developed by Friedlander (2963).

Subjects

were classified into treatment groups according to 'whether their

indicated an overall preference for extrinsic job aspect

eponses

or a preference

for intri- ic job challenge.

The treatment groups were contra
tasks

ed with respect to two laboratory

one of which was said to represent a mora enlarged job.

the-uneniarged Job-

computer group) transcribed dat

and were interdependent.

were specialized,

Those on the enlarged job (hamd group) had a

more complex task, involved less interdependence
per problem.

Those on

and required more time

Task performance was nisasured in terme of reduction in

number of errors made between the first day and the third day.

On the

unenlarged job there was no significant difference in performance improvement between the intrinsic and extrinsic preference g--ups.

On the

enlarged job the intrinsic group's mean was signifies. :ly higher than

that of the extrinsic group, whose performance decreased.

One could

argue fro_ this studY, then, that when intrinsic values are present,

job designs with some of the characteristics of job enrichment (tk
complexity, independence) foster better performance.
Hackman and Oldh-

(1975) did not expect their theory about the

Motivating Potential Score of jobs to apply with equal effe ti e
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Individuals wbo strongly value and desire personal

for all individuRls.

feelings of accomplishment and growth were expected to respond very
positively to a job high in motivating potential, while individuals who
do not .7trongly have these vatues might find such a job a

and be uncomfortably "stretChed" by it.

iety-

The authors therefore hypothe-

sized that growth need strength, or desire to obtain opportunities for
personal growth and development on the Joh, would moderate the relationships between their core job characteristics and their postulated positive work outcomes (high intrinsic work aotivation, high quality work
performance, high satisfaction with the work, and low absenteeism and
turnover).-

In the test of their theory with 658 employees in 7 organizations
(Hackman & Oldham, Note 7). their -easure of growth need strength was
obtained from the "job Choice" section or the 'IDS.

Based on scores on

this measure, the top and bottom quartiles of employees in each of the
seven org

izations were identified and correlations with the outcome
Motivating Potential Sco e had a median correlation

iables computed.

of ,52 with intrinsic motivation for the ivigh growth need strength

employees and

27 with the lov growth need strength

4 Plcyees; the dif-

ference between the correlations was statistically significant at
dedian correlations between the Motivating Potential Score and growth
satisfaction, general

on, abse-.teeism

tiveness were not signif

stronger f

strength groups th

and rated work effec-

the high growth need

the low grovth need strength groups.

Growth need

strength did moderate the relationship between the Motivating Potential
Score and the product of their postulated psychological states, and it
moderated the relationship between the product of the psyehologic-1
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states and internal motiwatiQ

general s

satisfac-

tion, and rated work effectiveness, providing further support for the
heory.

There were no indications that

strength reacted negatively to complex

dividuals low on growth need

or

enriched jobs, as had been

suggested; only that they reacted less positively.
Oldham, Hackman and Pearce (Yote 8) followed the same procedure as
Hackman and Oldham (Note 7) in a study of 201 clerical employees in 25

erent jobs in a lare metropolitan bank.

The employees were divided

into top and bottom quartiles on the basis of growth need strength as
measured by the Job Choice section of the JIDS.

Correlations between

Moti ating Potential Score and intrinsic motivation for the two groups
e not significantly different, however.

Growth need stre gth was

a nioderator of the relationship between Motivating Potential Score and

f-two mea

of performance.

It appears, then, that there are two factors which may determine
intrinsic motivation,

First, a job design which permits i:he indiv dual

to satisfy higher order needs or growth needs.

This des gn may inolude

elements such as autonomy, variety, task identity, feedback, task
significance
and abilities.

challenge, responsibility, and the use of important skills

Second, individuals who already have high growth needs

may benefit more by such Joh designs, so that the interaction

or

m-

binati n of the orgamizational and individual characteristics should
lead to tile greatest intrinsic motivation.

CHAPTER IV

PERFOFT

In the

CE = f

=TY x MOTIVATION) RLISITED

receding chapters it has been argued that increasing

vation should theoretically increase the predictability of
perfOrmance from ability mea: --es, raIse the level of overall em-

ployee performance, and increase employee-Job satisfaction.

A

_f the research attempting to demonstrate that performance

(ability x motivation) illustrated that although such an interact on may indeed exist, a complete and proPer test of the hypothesis
has not as yet been undertaken.

An appropriate test, it was argued,

would require relevant ability tests, simple motillation measures,
moderated multiple_regression_dO_sign_that_Maximizes use_of_all

data, and a test of the incr

nt it prediction provided by the

ability x motivation interaction above that Provided by their sum.

A _eview of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation demonstrated that,
for various theoretical and empirical reasOns, intrinsic motivation
warranbS independent study as a factor enhancing the prediction of
job perfor

noc from ability measures.

Determinants of intrinsic

motivation were traced to both job designs with "enriched" charactertics and the st-

gth of individuals' needs for growth.

A synthesis of the research and arguments presented in the first
three chapters provides a new perspective from which to test the
hypothesis that performance is a function of ability x motivation.
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The model for the synthesized view of performance determinants
tested in th.s research is presented in Figure 3.

The model is not,

of course, intended to represent all the dete_ inants _f job performance, especiallY since extrinoje motivat on has been omitted.

Ability

Performance
IEnriched job
characteristics

Intrinsic
motivation

Individual growth
need strength

Figure 3.

Model of ability and IntrinsIc motivation
factors affecting performance.

Cells 1 and 2 represent the two major determinants of intrinsic
motivation as described in Chapter III.

Cell 1 represe ts individual

non-abilIty char cteristics, designated here as growth need strength.
Cell 2 represents those job design characteristics which are seen as
providing the opportunity for employees to use their abilities for
ingful, IndIvIdual, task accomplishment.

On such jobs good pe formance

should make it poSsible to obtain the self-administering intrinsic
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wards that satisfy the needs in Cell 1.
Cell_3. refers to intrinsic motivation, described in Chapter II

as

engaging in behaviors that lead to receiving intrinsic rewards such as
feelings of competence and self-determination.

In the work situation,

these behaviors refer specifically to working effectively on the job.

The individual desires in Cell 1, the organizational opportunities in
Cell 2, and the interaction of Cells 1 and 2 (represented by the brackets)
should each lead to intrinsic motivation as reoresented in Cell 3.
Ce].). 4, ability, is defined as relatively stable, lone-term, non

motivational aptitudes, in accordance wlth the arguments in Chapter T.
represents individual performance on the job.

As seen in

the model, performance is predicted f om ability (Cell 4), intrinsic
motivation (Cell 3)

and the interactio- of Cells 3 and 4 (represented

by the brackets).

Some further elaboration is perhaps required to identify how the
motivational constructs formulated here fit with comMon definitions.

Maier (1955) pointed to both a subjective and an objective aspect of
motivation.

The subjective side was the need, drive, or desire within

the individual, defined here in Cell 1.

The objective side was considered

to be In object outside the individual called the incent ve or goal.

In

Figure 3, the job characteristics in Cell 2 offer the opportunity for
accomplishment of a meaningful and wor_ while task.

Maier (1955) con-

tinued by stating that when the natures of the need and the incentive
are such that obtaining the incentive s tisfies the need, the situation

is called mAivating.

In Pigure 3, successful task accomplishment should

satisfy the desire for the internally mediated rewards suggested by
Cell 1 and result in the intrinsic motivation noted in Cell 3.
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One of the most freQuentJj quoted definitions of motivation is

of M. R. Jones (1955), who st ted that motivation is concerned with "how
behavior gets started, is ene gized, is sustained, is directed, is stopped, and what kind of subjective reaction is present in the organism
while all this is going on".

Reco oiling this definition with Figure 3,

it can be seen that job characteristics arouse and combine with individual
growth needs, so that behavior is di ected toward goal accomplishment.
As long as the job reaains challenging, motivated behavior continues;
when a task is completed, the behavior stops until a nev task goal ir
presented or found.

The subjective reaction of the organism while all

this is going on should be partially reflect d in the measure of intrinsic
motivation (Cell 3).

Another aspect of the subjective reaction of the individual is one
facet of job satisfa tion that is tied to the work itself.

The factors

contributing to individuals' satisfaction with opportunities for growth
on the job should be similar to those contributing to intrinsic moti
tion, as diagranmied. in Figure h.

Theoretically, jobs high on "enriched"

Eariched job
characteristics

Urowth
satisfaction

ThJividul growth
ne

otrength

L__

Figure

Model of some factors inf1uelJcjnL
satisfaction vith opportuniiCE !'nr
growth on tne job
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characteristics should offer incumbents opmortunities to grow on their
jobs.

These opportunities should be appreciated and used more by

individuals vith high growth needs than by those with low growth needs.
Thus individual growth need strength (Cell 1), enriched job characteristics (Cell 2), and the interaction of Cells 1 and 2 (repr sented hy
the brackets) should each lead to growth satisfaction on the job as re-

presented in Cell 3 of Figure 4

'lip:thesis Tests

Based on the literature reviews presented here and the models in
Figures 3 and 4, the following specific 4ypotheses were made.
Hypcthesis I.

Performance

Ability

(Ability x intrinsic moti

Intrinsic motivation 4.

tion).

Thus it was hypothes-zed that ability and in ri- ic motivation have
direct effects on performance as well as an interactive effect on performance.

A significant multiple El from a moderated multiple regression

equation representing the hypothesis vas considered a requirement for
initial support.

In addi :on, each component was expected to mate a

statistically significant contribution to the p/ediction, in a positive
direction and in the order listed.

Since the intent was to see if

intrinsic motivation can enhance the predict on of pe_formance f-om

ability, the abili y measure vas purposely placed in the equationfi
The interaction term was purposely placed last in the equation, since
by definition two variables are said to interact in their accounting for
variance in a third variable when they have a joint effect over and
above any additive combination of their separate effects (Cohen & Cohen,
1975, p. 292).
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Intrinsic motivation = Indtvidual growth need

strength 4- Enriched 3ob characteristics 4- (Individual

wth need st

datics).

ngth x Enriched job cherac

Again, two main effects and an interaction were hypothesized to
predict a third variable, and a significant multiple R was required for
itial Support.

Each component was expected to make a significant con-

tribution to the prediction in a positive direction, but there was no
hypothesis about which main effect should precede the other in a multiple
regression equation.

For the same reason expressed for

thesis I, the

interaction term. was purposely placed last in the reeE.sion equation.
Hj-pothesis III.

strength

Growth satisfactio
Enriched job ch

= Indfv"iduel grnwt

acteristica 46

need

L

growth need strength c Enriched job charac,,;. ( sties).
Ibis hypothesis vas constructed in the same msaner as Hypo hesis

except that satisfaction with opportunities for uowth on the j b was
substituted for intrinsic motivation as the variable te be predicted.
The same statistical stipulations made for Hypothesis 1I applied to

F othesis ILI.

cedure

Data were collected from a sample of clerical employees of a la
metropolitan bank in the Northeastern United States.

The employees' jobs

were grouped into a7 homogeneous job categories by one of the Rank
analysts.

job

One job category which was primarily public rel tions oriented

rather them pximarily clerical in nature was eliminated by the researcher.
A requirement for adequate performance in all jobs was clerical
speed end accuracy.

All subjects had taken the CA-1 section of the Short
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EMploymeat Test

(Beanett & Ge iak,' 1972) prior to employment.

This

test mmasures clerical aptitude under speeded conditions (five mlnutes
are peradtted to accomplish as nany as possible of 60 items requiring
-heckling and el

sification).

The number of items comPleted correctly

in the allotted time was used as the measure of ability in Cell 4 of
Figure 3.
The study 'ctas conducted concurreat1r with a study to valida

employment tests for jobs in the sank at the non-officer level.

Super-

visors were ailvised about the Joint project by means of a letter from
an officer of the Bank, shown inL Appendix 1.

14 addition to informing

the sunervisors about the project, the letter requested that t
plet_ a specially designed rating norm, shown in Appendix 2,

r com-

Simre 116

jobs were represented in the 16 job categories, it was necessary that
e ch supervisor rate both the job, with respect to its most important

functions requir mente, and hi

or her subordinate, vith respect to

performance on the job.
Thm rating form

-epared by the researcher after studying formal

job descriptions for P11 the job

.

Major job functions were extracted

from the job descriptions and listed on the form as 42 "work factors".
kiper isors were instructe& first to evaluate the requirements
subordinate

j

by indicating the importance of each work factor on a

5-point rating soale
Somet im es

of their

iraperta-nt

(

-portent, 2 = Seldom important, 3 =

4 . Often important, 5 = Always important).

The

second step in the instructions 1..as to evaluate the performance of the
subordinate on each work factor rated 11311

,

"4", or "5" on importance.

The performance of subordinetes was also rated on a 5-point scale (1
Poor, 2 = Fair, 3

Good, 4 7 Ver- Good, 5 = Superior):.
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The supervisors' fOrms vere initially se

ed on four scales.

Four

thdepenclent raters agreed on 8 items that primarily represented speed,

12 ttams that represented primarily accuracy, and 18 items that were
consider_d especiallzr relevant to the ability test.
-tesis collectively represented total perfo--

was sc red on Speed, Ac racy

In addition all 42
Each employee's rating

Belerancy, and Total by oalcu2ating an

average pe formance rating om the itens marked on each scale.

(Since

the jobs varied, auper'visors rated difnerent employees on different sets
of items.

analyses the mean Total

For the 1ina-1

as the me sure of PereorMazrt nor Cell 5 of Figure 3.

tinfg vas selected
'This single

i-

terdom vas selected for Ilic) main reasons:
1.

The median intercorrelatlon between Speed, Accuracy. Melevancy.

and Total vas .93 (r

2 to .96), shoving a high degre_ of agree-

d overlap -between then.
2.

The Total score had the greatest ninuber of items that supervisors

d rate and was expected to be the nost stable neasure of performance.
Uhe remaining varish'*s in Figure 3 and 4 were measured by au
ee questionnaire, administered, to Et scl-ies of small groups.

ploy-

A total of

8DO staff members were invited, to participate voluntarily in the study
byr means of a letter sent to them from a Bank officer.

letter is shown in Appendix 3.
ermined by

had t;:,

Selection of enployees to inrite vas

e in the Bank of at least six months to assure a

(

meanincful perfo_

A copy of the

ce evaluation, and (b) eploy,ect in a job Vhich

n combined i-to one of the 16 job categories by the jo-b analyst

for test validation p_pos
Tte Bank officer and th- researeber participated together in the
admizistratien of the

ustionnaire.

The officer assured the staff
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members of the Bank's sponsorship of the study, and the researcher
assured them of the anOnymity of individ- 2 results and answered any
Questions about the questionnaire items.

Since some _mployees were

Unable to -ttend the first -ession scheduled for them, they vere invited to attend one of
in Appendix 4.

second series of meetings by the letter shomn

Usable qu_ tionnaires were a_-pleted by 5112 employees.

arlie questionnaire administered to the employees was a modified

version of Backman and

Oldham's (Note 6) Xelo Diagnostic Survey (OW.

apz thems for the scales of importance to this study vere included
the Qv- tio--aire (internal or intrinsic motivation; the five "core"
job characteristics scales of skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and job feedback; growth need strength as meas- -d on
their 5-point scale of job preferences; and growth satisfaction).

The

scales of g- eral satisfaction, social satisfact on, the three psychological states represerted in the Hackman arid. Oldham theory

d the job

dimension of dealing mith other- -ere also included in the questionnaire
to add variety, and

) to mroid possible response sets created by

too much focus on intri sic luo

ation faztors.

Items having to do with

may, security, and superlrision were -liminated from the Jag at the

request of the participating organization.
Adl sr-nles except growth need strength had a 7-point range.

Most

t_e scores for each 7-point scale were drived from tvo different secuues ionnaire.

duce response biases.
and Two=

Each Section tad a. differe t for

Tte job dimensions were rnesured in sections One

Items measuring general satisfaction and interna2 moti et_on

were i-te spersed -ith it,-ms measuring the tbree psychological states

in sections Three and Five

both of wIlich asked for ext

eemen

-67with a number of

stat

The items in Secti n Three referred t

the self, whereas those in Section Ellie referred projectively to esti-

mates of the feelings of others in the swme or a similar job as the
respondent.

Section Four measured individual satisfaction with

opportunities and opportunities for growth and development Crowth
satisfaction).

the only

Section Six was the 5-point Job Choice section of the JDS
section in the questionnaire measuring gxouth need Ttrength.

Here re-

spondents we.re asked to indicate their relative preference for 12 pairs

of kypothetical jobs

each pair consisting of one job with characteristics

relevant to growth need sati faction and one job having the potential for
satisfying one of a variety of other needs.

The resulting questionnaire

is shown in Appendix 5.

The scoring key for the employee q,u,estiormaire Is girn in Appendix
6.

In each case, the.scale score was the nean of the item responses f r

tha

To calculate one score for enriched or "core" Job character-

istics, the items in all five scales were summed and averaged,

This is

trast tj Hacan and Oldham's (1975) Motivating Potential Score,
in which the five scales are combined into a complex mu1tip1iative
funct

(described in Chapt

ITT).

The simple average was chosen over

the Motivating Potential Score for the sake of par i ony, since a cornPS

of the Motivating Potential 2core with

additive model, a full

nultiplicatiie model and a multiple regression model showed the simpler
additive model to be just as effective iz terms of correlati
motivation and satisfaction measures (Hacluman & Oldham, Note 7 ).

7th both

More-

over, an additive model does not require that the scales be ratio scales.
In addition to the test scores, supervisory ratings, wad questio
naires- the Bank provided biographical data about t_- paftt.ipants,

7
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cluding race, sex, tenure in the Bank
were to

HZ

d job grade.

Since there

few Orientals and Spanish-surnamed Americans to permit race

analyses for these groups, they were eliminated from the sample.

In Hypothesis I, ability was purposely placed first in the equation
test whether or not intrinsic motivation and the interaction of
ability and motivation add anything to the prediction beyond the basic
ability variable.

The prediction of performance from ability was to be

ated (if possible) as a'ne

_

s

y pre-existing condition.

Therefore,

job grou.ps were also eliminated from the sample if the ability test had
negative or extremely low positive correlations with performance.

Five

job groups were eliminated on this basis, leaving a final sample size
f 353 employees in 74 clerical jobs.

Correlations between ability and

rformance for the 11 remaining job groups ranged from .05 to .36, with
a mediam r of .20.

Although the median correlation could have been

raised by eliminating mDre job groups, it was cons dered undesirable
do so both because a large sample size is generally preferable for
multiple regression analyses and because eliminating more job groups
would have made comparisons by race and sex almost impossible.

As it was, the final sample consisted mostly of White females (N =
250, or 71% of the sample).

Black males Were the most underrepresented

of the sex/race combinations (N

10, or 3%

the sample).

Neve the-

less, it was possible to make some comparisons by race (298 Whites vs.
55 Blacks) and by sex (295 females vs. 58 male

The mean age of sub-

jects in the sample was 30 years, and the mean tenure in the Bank was 3
years, 2 m -ths.

Neither age nor tenure Was related to sex, but Blacks

were significantly younger (17911 = .11,

tenure

- .14,

01) than Wb:ites.

76

05) and had Sig/line _tly less

CILAPTEll V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Measurement Scales

d Their_Reiationsb4

reliabilities, and Interco -elations

The means, standard deviations

among the major variables of interest are shown in Table 1.
ability

The mean

ore was at the 60th Percentile of applicamts for :lerical work

in banks according to the test manual (Bennett & Gelink, 1972),

An above

=rage -test score for comparable job applic-_- s w -8 expected since the

test is used by the Bank for selection.

Comparable data were available for Some of the questionnaire scales
for 201 bank clerical workers f_o- Oldh:

Hackman, and Pearce (Note 8)

and for 655 workers in 62 jobs in 7 organizations from Hackman and
Oldham (Vote 7).

The mean internal or intrinsic motivation score was

5.16 in Oldham et al. (Note 5) and 5.39

Hackman end Oldham (Not_- 7

which offers some support that the mean adore of 5.26 found in this study
is not atypical.

The growth satisfaction mean score of L.23 found here

vas somewhat, but riot markedly, lower than the mean score of 4,52 found

in

Backman and Oldham (Note 7).

There was no basis of conmparson for

the average of enriched or core job characteristics since both of the
aforementioned studies used the Hackman and Oldham (L975) multipld ative
Moti ating Potential Score; however, the mean of 4.242 and standard devia-

tion of 1,01 found here seem reasonable for a 7-point scale.
Both of the 5-point scales reported here (growth rieed strength and

per ormance) also seem to have reasonable mid-range means.

Although

mean growth need strength for thIs scale Was not calculated in the
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Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations

Reliabilities and

intercorrelations Among Variables

Pella-

Variable

A

Intercorrelation-

bility C

Ability

N.32

7,94

.81

--

-,04

.00

.08

-.05

,

M z Intrinsic motivation

5,26a

1,06

.78

Li z Enriched job

.4,142a

1.01

.81

.51

.70

4,23a

1.59

A

3,59b

.61

.96

--

.54***-.02

.

.07

,59***

.12*

.69***

JO

characteristics

G

Growth need

3,13

- .17"

,1844#

0

strength

= Growth satisfaction

Performance

Note.

,13*

N = 353

a

Seven-point scales

Five.poirt scales

79
°See text for explanation of individual nliability nerricients.

< 105, **z < .01, ***R<,,D01, (two-LaiiPd)

- 71 Hackman and Oldham (Note 7) study, the authors indicated that it was
approximately 3-0, which is similar to the mean score of 3.13 found here.
The mean reported for this same scale in Oldham et al.
however.

Note 8) was 4.24,

This see5 high for a 5-point scale, suggesting that the

-

sults found by Hackman and Oldham May be atnical, not those found here.
The reliability coefficients reported in Table I were computed by
several methods.

For the ability measure, the coefficient of .81 is

alternate-form reliability as reported in the test manual
Gelini, 1972).

only f we

Bennet

glace the test is speeded (there is a time limit

utes ), a measure of internal consistenoY reliability woul

not be appropriate.

The remaining reliability coefficients in Table 1 measure internal
consistency, and were computed using the aVerage item intercor-elation

augmented for scale length by the Speman-Brown formnle.
case for means and standard deviatio s
figure from other studies for the s

As was the

there is no comparable reliabili y

of core job characteristics, but

_

the coefficient of .81 found here indicates adequate stability.

All the

reliability coefficients found here for the questionnaire scales are
suffic2iently high to indicate scale stability and cofliPare favorably to

ose reported in Rackman and Oldham (Note 7) and Oldham et al. (Note 8).
The reliability of the total Performance rating score depends on
the number of items answered.

It will be recalled that supervisors first

indicated which work factors on the rating fo

important to the

jeb being evaluated and then rated their subordinates only on those
factors that were considered at least "Sometimes important
inter-item correlation on the form was .55.

had rated an

-10Yee on all 42

items,

The efore, if a supervisor

the iflterfl E,_ oonsis ency _-1i-
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ability figured from the Spearman-Bron fo -ula would be_ .98.

Since

supervisor rated all 42 items, a more conservative estimate was appropriAt least half o4

raters responded to the same 19 items.

Usitg

ms as a conservative estimate of scale length, the internal consistency reliability coefficient is still .96, as reported in Table 1.

Such a high reliability coefficient shows very strong agreement and
procably reflects a good deal of "haao" in rating employees.

oa_lesis
Tes:ts

Eest_

The results of the regress on analyses testing the hypotheses pre-

sented in Chapter rv are shom in Table 2.

In terms of the overall

mult ple R, all hypotneses were supported at ja<.001.

The ability and

motivation composite predicted performance with R = .22, and the com-

posites of

_iched job characteristics and growth need strength pre-

dieted motivation with R = .54 and growth satisfaction with R

.73.

The overall multiple R's do not tell the whole story, however.

Hypothesis I, it v
positively lath

ted that performance would first be c-rrelated
y.

This result is eonfirmed in Table 1 (r = .18,

2(.001) and was, in fact, partly brought about by the selection of the

subsample froM the originl sample.
g intrinsic _otivatiAn
f-OM -bility.

Hypothesis I also stated that add-

would increase the prediction of performance

This step was also confirmed by an F test for the incre-

ment in the MUltiple R (McNemar, 1962), as shown in Table 2.

Finally,

Hypouhesis I predicted that the interaction of ability and intrinsIc
tivation would add significantly more to th., prediction of performance;

this part of the hypothesis
the result-

confirmed, as shovn in Table 2.

Thus

how that intrinsic-mo _Nation increases the prediction of

81

Table 2

Resna

of Regression Analyses Testing Hypotheses

Model

Increment

Correlations with Job Perf mance

RfPothesis 1:

A
F = 5.33

F

(A x M
hesis 11:

Hypothesis

.T1 ns

.22***

Correlations with Motivation

:

Correlation with Growth Satis
.69

F= 2

ction

40***
.80 ns

Note.

N

*PC.05,

353

p< .01,

***p

.oca, ns

nonsignif ant
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abil_y in an additive w--

not in an itractive

way.

II, since no priority was given to which of the main
variables, enriched job ch-_acteristics or individual growth need strength,
would enter first into the multiple regression equation, these two variables were permitte'2, to enter stepwise.

related strongly with

Since intrinsic motivation cor-

riched job characteristi

not at all with growth need

(r =

54) and almost

trength (r = -.02), the job characteristics

entered the mulAple regr,72ssion equation first.

Neither of the next two

step--adding growth need strength or the interaction of enriched job
cha,:actr.!ristics and growth need strength--significantly increased the

multiple R.

Thus Hypothesis II received support only because of the co-relation
of one variable, enriched job characteristics, with intrinsic motivation.
Oldham et al. (Note 8) likewi e found a ,Agnificant correlat

n of .36

between their combined measure of enriched Joh characteristics (Motivating

Potential Score) and internal motivation for 201 clerical workers (k<.001),
and an r of .00 heir

en growth need strength and internal motivation.

Hackman and Oldham (Note 7) also found that Motivating Potential Score
correlated more strongly than growth need st--ngth with internal moti ation (r's = .46 and .17 r spectively for an N of 658)

although the growth

need strength r:was statistically significant at Il.001 in their study.
The pattern of results produced in testing Hypothesis 11 is not wholly
inconsistent with past research, then, although the model in Figure

3

was only partially supported.
The same predictors tested In Hypo,,tesis 11 were expected to add to

the prediction cf growth satisfaction according to Hypothesis III.

Again,

enriched job char cteristics entered the multiple regressisn equation

83
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first with a zero-order correlation of .69.

AthIng grovth need strength

creased the multiple R to .73, a statistically signifi-7: t inc--ment.

However, the beta weight for growth need strer

las negative in this

regression equation, reflecting the fact that growth need strength h&cl,

a significant correlation with growth satisfaction in the negative direction (r = -.17,

001).

cannot be taken as

Consequently the significant incremental F

ort for Hypothesis III

since having greate

growth need strength was related to having a lesser degree oi growth
satisfaction.

The negative relationship between growth need strength and growth
satisfaction is contrar

to the finding of Hackm

who found a low positive relationship (r

and Oldham (Note 7))

= .0805). Hall and

Nougaim (1968) also found significant positive crrelations within the
time period for need strength and nee,- satisfaction of achievement/

esteem and self-actualization needs.

Lawler and Suttle (1972) found no

significant relationship for simult-_eous stren

h of and satisfaction

of Maslow's higher order needs akin to growth (Maslow, 1970).

The find-

ings in the present study reg -ding growth need stren-Al and growth
satisfactic

zu-e therefore inconsistent with other empirical findings,

and an explanation of the inconsistency is not immediately apparent.

This is especially problematic since Hackman and Oldham (Note 7) used

the same OS scales as those used here.

Neither their study nor the

present one showed substantial results with the JD'S scales

but the co

relations were statistically signific- t in opposite drections.
The third component hypothesized to contribute to the prediction of

growth satisfaction was the interactir of en
and growth need strength.

hed job cha acteristics

This interaction did not, contribute signifi-

84

cantly to the multiple R, as shown in Table 2.

The models in Figure 1 and 2 were not supported by the data of this
study.
ways.

The findings suggest the models should be modified in two major
In the first place, all parenthetieal expressions should be elim-

inated, since none of the interaction terms added signifi,--antly to the

prediction of the three cirteria.

Secondly, growth ne

'ength did

not contribute in the specified wey to the prediction of intrinsic motivation or growth need satisfaction and should be eliminated from the models.
The results of this one study, especially non-significant results, are
not sufficient grounds for making such modifications to the model, of
course.

Additional R,7ression Anal-ses on Per °mance

The intercorrelation matrix presented in Table I suggests a further
alysis before eliminating growth need strength as a meaningful predictor
vigure 3, even with the results of this study.
ic motivation on growt
was -alculated to tes'

ession of

,ed strength and enriched job characterrodel in Figure 3.

that job characteristi . accounted for

The results uhowed

of the variance f

the

tion scale, while growth need strength accounted for none of it.
other hand, growth need strength correlated .18 with perfo:r

oti aOn the

ce (p!.001)

and was relatively independent of enriched job cha acte i tics or ability.
It was hypothesized, then, that a major defect in the testing of the
mclei with this data could be the measurement of intrinsic motivation.
If this is true, it seems more appropriate to deal only with the three
primary independent variables (ability, enriched job characteristics,

and growth need,stren

as inputs tu the prediction of performance in
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Before preding with this modified approach, each pair of irLdependent v riables and their interaction were examined as possil

dictor

of performance.

pre-

Thus the following exploratory hypothese

were

tested:

PerfoL_ance = Ability + Growth need strength +
(Ability x Growth need strength).
Hyprothesie V.

Performance = Ability + Enriched job cha acter-

isties + _Ability x Enriched job characteristic ).
othesis VI.

Performance = Growth need stre

job characteristics
job character

Enriched

_(Growth need strength x Enriched

tics).

The results of these analyses are sho-.

in Table 3.

In each case,

the first main effect was significant, adding the second main effect
was st tistically significant according to the incemental F test

but

adding the interaction did not add significantly to the prediction
-f,L,---ance.

All regression weights for the main effects were in a

positive direction.

The final multiple .'s were approximately the same

for each two-variable model.

Thus the use of all three primary independ-

ent variables as predictors of performance appeared defensible.

Finally, a thce-variable model was tested.

The complete model

would hypothesize that ability should correlate with performance; that
growth need strength and

Lriched job characteristics would each then

add a Significant component to the prediction; that the three twointeractions of the three variables would add significantly more to the
prediction; and that the three-way interaction would add significantly
even more to the prediction.

The usefulness of the interaction terms
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Table 3

Results of Additional Re

ession Anab,es on Pformance

Two-Variable Models

Increment

A

F = 10.10**

A + G

99ns

F =
G +

A x G)

.25***

.18***
F

A+ J

3***

+ J

A x

J

F =

1.05 ns

F =

5.95*

Fr-

.01

.24***

.18**,
.23*,*

G +

G x J)

.23***

Three-Variabl- Models

Increment

F =

A + G
F
A

G + J

A + G + J + (A x G)
+ (A x
+ (G x J)

F =

1.

F =

A + G + J + (A x G)
+ (A x J) + (G x J)
+ (A x G

F =

N = 35
.001

ns

anpears possible theoretically but improbable empirically, since none of
the interaction :arms in any equations tested so far with this data had
been meaningfully related to the criteria.
As expected, the results in Table 3 indicate that while ear,- of
the three variables rr

an additive contribution to the predic.ion of

performance in a positive direction, adding neither the two-way

ter-

actions nor the three-way interaction had a significant impact.

A final

F tesZ was calculated to see if the three-way interaction added sig
,a.ntly to the three main effects, ignoring the t

ay interactions.

__so was not significant.

The additional analys - indicated that, for this data, the most
explanatory and yet the most parsimonious model for predicting pe_

ance from ability and intrinsic motivation and its determinants is as
shown in Figure 5.

Ability

Performance

Enriched job
characteristics
Intrins ic
mot ivat ion

Growth need
strength

Modified model of ability and intrinsic
motivation factors affecting performance.
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Analysis of Results by

ace and

As indicated in Chapter rv, the composition of the sample was p
arily White females.

Nevertheless there were enough Blacks and males

to permit some simple comparisons by race and sex.

The means and standard deviations of the variatlss by race and sex
are shoun in Table 4, along with t-tests for the significance of difference between means.

Where the t-tests were significant, the majority

group had higher scores.

That is, Whites scored significantly higher

than Blacks on ability and performance, and females scored higher than
males on ability and enriched job characteristics.

The ability di

ences by race were not surprising since they are frequently fou

A

ferences in job performance in favor of Whites have also been reported
ng a variety of studies in the literature (Boehm, 1972).

Since the

ability test measured clerical aptitude, or perceptual speed and accuracy,
the finding of higher average scores for females was also a replication
of previous findings (Macc,1Dy & Jacklin, 1974, pp. 38-39).

The finding that females reported their jobs to be higher on enriched job character stics wa$

mt surp 'sing i_ light of the fact

that the males were, on the ave age, in jobs of a higher level
job grade and sex
than Blacks

001).

of job grade and ra

Whites were also in higher level jobs

23, k 001), yet this did not

rosult in the expected significant diffe_ence in their per eptions of
the enriched nature of their jobs.
from perceptions of challenge.

One answer to this enigma may co_

In the world of work generally, White

maJes mAy have higher expectations of what a job should be, since they
have traditionally held more challenging and autonomous jobs.
ly males may Derceive the

Consequent-

j'b as less challe --ng than females, and

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations of VariableS by Race and Sex

Whites

Blacks

(N 2 298)

Variable

V

Ability

31.04

(li

55)

S,D.

7.55t

Mean
DifferS.D.

ence

p

t

26.4

8.61

+4.22

3.73

,001

Intrinsic motivation

5.30

1.05

5100

1.05

+ .30

1.95

ns

Enriched job characteristics

4,44

1.02

4:33

.99

+ 11

,14

ns

Growth need strength

3.13

,

3.13

.42

,00

-

ns

Growth satisfaction

4.26

1.63

4.03

1.35

+ .23

1.00

:71

+ .26

2.95

Performance

.

3.63

.58

3.37

,

ns

.01

13

Females

!Ales

(N ' 295)

(N = 58)

Mean
Differ.,

V

S.D.

X

S.

ence

30.98

7:69

26.93

6,42

+4,0:

3.62

.001

Intrinsic motivation

5.29

1.05

5.03

1.05

+ .20

1,32

ns

Enriched job characteristics

4.49

1.00

4.08

1.00

+ .41

2,85

.01

Growth need strength

3.11

.52

3.23

.45

. .12

1,71

ns

Growth satisfaction

4.29

1.56

3.95

1.62

+ .34

1,49

ns

Performance

3.60

.61

3,53

J:n

,o7

,80

ns

Variable

t

P

....-..-.....--.

Ability

,
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Whites may perceive LL_e same job as less challenging than Blacks.

Another possible answer is that a higher joh grade does not necesJob grades are assigned for salary

sarily reflect a m re c-,aliched job.

administration purpooes, and factors like carrying large amounts of money
(which males did more frequently than females) could raise the job grade
but enrich tlie job very little.

Table 5 shows the zero-order correlations of variables and composites
with criteria for each race and sex.

The composites were derived using

Lhe regression weights from the combined sample and were treated as
simple variables in the intercorrelaticm matrIx.

The predictions of motivation and growth need satisfaction from their

proposed determinants were almost identical by race and sex, a nAable
absence of differential prediction.

The correlations with performance

showed noticeable differences, however, especially by race.

All variables

and composites correlated signifie_ tly with performance for Whites and
females, an expected finding since White females comprised the majorIty
o

the sample from which

regression weights were dered.

the correlations with performance wao signifioaut for Blacks.

None of
Moreover,

the magnitude of the correlations was ge erally too small to sggest
that simply increasing the sample size

cuiewnat

ould yield significant

result-

Moato

the correlations with performance were non-significant for

males also, although the magnitude of the r's was generally higher than
those for Blacks.

The most pronounced differenccs between thc race and

sex analyses appear in the last two rows of Table 5.

In spite of non-

significant r's between any of the main variables and perfor

males, the Ab'ity

Gro.wth need stren

92

h

Enric'aed job

haracterIstic
c

Table 5

Zero-Order Correlaions of Variables and Composit%with Criteria by Race and Sex

Whites

Blacks

Females

(N = 298)

(N ' 55)

(N " 295)

.53p*

.58***

Males
(N ° 58)

Correlations with Motivation

Enriched Joh characteristics

Growth need strength

-.01

-.09

.54***
-,011

.53***
.11

Job/GNeed composite

Corr lations with Growth Satisfaction

.71***

Enriched job characteristics

Growth need strength

-.17

Job/Glieed composite

.

Correlations with Perfor

72***

.74***

Tr:

nee

.**

Ability
Motivation

.13

.17**

.21

.07

.13*

,05

Ability/motivation composite

.21***

.15

;220*

Enriched job characteristics

.15**

.09

.13*

.21

Growth need strength

.23***

-.05

21*

.25

Ability/Job composite

.23***

.16

.22***

.19

Ability/Heed composite

.28***

..0h

.22***

.31*

.32***

.01

0E***

.30***

.o6

Ability/0Need/Job composite,

,c)

20

.37**

including interactions
Ability/GNeed/Job composite,

.36**

without interactiOns

.05, **p_ <

***k <

94
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composite correlated significantly with perfo
or without the interaction terms.

males, compared to

ce

These correiLations were

01 and .06 for Blacks.

either with

.37

and .36 for

(The two samples had an

overlap of 10 Black males, which m- -s the diffe ance even more notable.

A suggested interpretation ean be found by examining some of the
other data.

The only other composite which correlated significantly wtth

performance for males waS that of ability and grorth need strengt'l

A

re-e emination of Table 4 shows that the only reversal of the trend fthe Whites and females to have higher scores than the Blacks and males
was growth need strength for males.
cally significant, but

This sex difference was not statisti-

as a r_ _rsal of the patteell and the probabil-

ity of the difference be ng that great by chance was iess tl

.10.

Hackman and Oldham (Note 6) also found that males Fe.:red nigher on growth

need strength, although tests of statistical sign

_.:!ance were considered

incppronriate for their data.

ile rr conclusions can be drawn f om non- ignificant results, the
etive suggestion is offered that there may be a compensatory fa
operati

abilitj,

eeee fer -Ries.

Though gener lly lower than females in clerical

eales nad greater growth need strength this could possibly

be a coun erbalancing faetor producing a significant composite prediction
erformance.

That a compensatory model is tenable is indicated by

the s
_ tandaiized regression weiOts deri-ed from the total sample.

In

both the Ability/ONeed comp site and the Ability/GNeed/Job composit
se weights were approximately the same for all main effects.

On the other hand, mean scores for the Blacks did not reveal any
variables measured in this study that would (at this time) compensate
for their lesser c'lerical ability.

95

But some other evid nee could be
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interpreted as indicating that this need not always be the cas_
both the White and Black s mnles. intrinsic motivation was positively
.15, p(.01 for Whites; r = .25,

correlated with tenure in the B.-12(.05 for Blacks).

This could me

that with more exper ence in the

organization, the Blacks might be given the opportunity to develop
additional intrinsic motivat

Such as increase in intrinsic motivation would more likely come
from increased expos_ -e to enriched jcb characteristics than from an

increase in growth need strength, according to these data.

Apart from

the fact that enriched job characteristi s were the

-!-Leterminants

of intrinsic motivation as measured in thiL
to the same conclusion.

.T

-hei rindings lead

In the White s: ple, tenure did not relate

significa- ly to growth need strength (r = -.05) but did related positi e2.y to enriched job ch -acteristics (r = .20, 2:.001).

One inter-

pretation of the e relationships is that growth need strength may be a
more stable

lcmg-term characte

tic of individuals while for

given individual, job characteristics may much more eaily change with
Specifically, individuais may be advanced to mo e challenging

time.

jobs as they gain exper' nce and can handle more responsibility.

Al-

though neither growth neod strength nor enr ched jr-21--) characteri

correlated significantly with tenure for the Black s __pie

-.12

and +.20 respe!rtively), two of the core job characteristics did relate

positively to tenure--task identity and autonomy (both r's
1:1(.05).

This suggests that the interpretation applied to the

A

may be si ilarly applied to the Bin.cLs.

The arguments above assume a specinc causal rel--i nship; i.e.,
gaining experience increases the likelihood of having ch lienging-, job
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azsignments.

Moreover the assumptio

made that gaining experience

does not "caus " increases in growth need strength or in ability, since
co relations of these two variables with tenur
for the total sample.

not significant

Rather, these indivtduaa differences variables

more long-term, stable characteristics that do not change much
over time.

These correlational data can be subjected to different interyretat._ ns, howerer.

nployees who have experien: d more eal-l'hed jobs may

le more likely to stay with the organization, or other unmeasured variables could create the correlation between enriched job characteristics
arid te

e.

Fox example, employees who stay on a job pay have t

xeduce any cognitive di sonance (Fe tinge

1957) created, by continu ng

-ork at a job which was initially perceived as rath _ dull.

Forget-

ting hyyothetical unmeasured variables for the moment, the implications
from either causal int rpretation of the measured v_ iables is the =ame:
enrich the employee

jobs.

(This would not be expected to change the

correlation of enriched jot characteristics and Terformance but to
raise the average level of intrinsic motivation and'perfornance

)

En-

riching jobs may be especially ini:portant for the Blacks, vhose ability

and performance were significantly lower than tl--se of the WhiteP

Although the

is no direct evidence from the correlations in

Table 5 that enriched jobs would increase perfornance for Bl cks

there

is at least strong eiridence that ±t might increase growth satisfaction.

One suggestion for Pature research is to enrich the jobs of the Blacks
by work redesign or personnel placem--t and, after a sufficient tine,
collect new data from the maine individuals.

In yarticular, it would

be interesting to see if their perceptions of enxiehtd job cram t ristics increase, If the-- perceptions relate to yerforPence, and if an

Ability/Job c nposite or an Ability/Glie a/Jot composite will then
significantly predict perfornanee.

T'urnover rates for this exper

mental group could be contrasted with a conparable control group
whose jobs were not enriched to explore the tenability of the alternative

causal interpretation of the correlations found in this.study.
Another dimension should le axplore d in studying the performance

of Blacks in enriched jobs.

Oldham et al.

(Note 8) hylothesized that

dissatisfaction with environ ental or contextual factors may

oderate

the impact of enriched_ work, since such dissatisfaction may distract

employees trim vhatever richness exiAs in the work itself.
word-

when employees are not

In other

atLfied with their pay, job security,

co-workers and/-- super'.risors, their response to an. inriched job may
be diminished.

Although ert 'n ic motiv

this research, so cia

a and satisf

oh were not studied in

satisfaction (with co-workers, not supervisors

was incl'uded as a supplementary 'measure.

In Oldhan et al.'s (Note 6)

study usdrig the IDS with 201 clerical workers in a baak, social satis-

faction moderated the relationship between Moti ating Potential Score
and performance.

rn the present study, Blacks were significantly less

satisfied vith social factors than were Whites (ro = -.12,

.05),

and social satisfaction was positively correlated with performanee for

the sample as a wh-le (r = .16, v OW. Tbe correlation of --cial
satisfactioa with performance did not quite reach -tatistical significance for Blacks (r = .23,
that for Whites.

.10), although its magnitude was greater

Although tile data are inconclusive, a pre-exist-

ing condition for Blacks to respond to enriched job characteristics may
be increased l co-worker cooperation and acceptance.
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Conclud n

Remarks

The nost thmportant finding from tlis rese:

moti ation predi

intractive way.

jolt) performance ir a

vas that ability and

I

but not

-dditive

in

am

Whethe mot1vaton was measu-ed by a direct measure

of intrinsic motivation or by either of its assumed determinants, the
finding of additivity but no interaction vas supported,

This

especially nctewort hy in light of the fact that one of the hypothesized

determinants was a perceived organzatto n factor (enriched job characteristi__ )

rid one as an individual non-ebility factor (growth need strength).

Statistical ana1rses based on the revised todel (Figure 5) provid-d
evidence that over and 3bove the predictiom of job performance provided
by ability, growth need sire gth males a useful contriblation, and over

and above both of the highly individual ditf en_

-o_i nted factors,

hed job charact_:istics maXe a useful contribution.

The interac-

tions of any or all o1 these terms wre not vseful in prediction.
is possible, of course

It

that to the extent that the measures departed

from being true ratio scales, their products may contain error arid hence

their interactions may be more difficult to demonstrate
What does the finding of mo interaction meam?

.

Statistically It

means that th_ prediction of j_b performance fvoiij ability amd intrin ic

motirat on (or its deter inants) is linear rather then nonld_
nature.

Inc eased intrinsic motivation raises aTeraze levels of perfo

ance, and adding measures of ability increases the predictability of
j b performaxce.

greater impact

The absence of
adding" the same

ability person than to a Low ability

interact

_

ns that there is no

oii.it of motivation to a high

persol

kt the practical level, the modified model suggests that job performance will be inc eased both by- selecting employees of high ability
and higher growth need strength and by placing them on j abs perceived
as enriched.

Yet since no interaction effects were found, either method

of increasing motivation can le used. with persons mt ar1r ability level

without concern for the individual's standing on the other motivational
variable.

lhat is, if a job enrichment program were undertaken, th

need be no 'nartiular concern about whether or not the employees yhose
jobs were enriched had high growth need. -strength or not.

Enriching the

jobs should add a relatively constant, positive motivational factor
across employees

at least at the clerical level and for the types of
Conversely, one could select employees for

employees studied here.

higher groirth need stre gth, and expe t a motivation gain nrom such
selectivity wthether they were placed in jobs of high or low degrees of
hment.

search can talte is to confirm in both

One direction that

the same and diffe -nt types of settings wether or not the inter ction
of ability and motivat

o._

i_ indeed a myth.

If maitiple regression
anyr interactive effect

methods are used properly to test the hypothesis
found can be tested for their relative usef'u/ness

found in some circumst nces but not others

in laboratory settings but not field settings
but not low level jobs
be defino-K.

rf interactions are

example they- may appear

or in high level jobs

these c ro_ st nces and contingencies need to

The issue of whether or not ability and motivation interact

is not j-ust a theoretical debateit can affect policy decisions such
as how best to app

ach work redesign.

In fact, installations of work

redesign projects offer the opportunity to test the various models pre-
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sented here as field experiments.

Such experimen s would be more defini-

tive given a refinement of the measures of the key variables to le
studied.

One aspect of the results of this research that cannot be ignored

Even

is the small nagn tude of both simpae and maitiple correlations.

though steps were taken to maximize the validity coefficiemts for the
ability test, the remilting correlation was approximately the same as
the avera

eported by Ghiselli (1966).

ficient for :my one job gr up

The highest test validity coe-

.36, -which is alEc apprcxiaately the

same as th_ average maainum correlation between ability teats and
performance (Ghis 21i, 1966
As a result of the generally low correlations

only a small percent-

age of the vamance ia job performance was accounted for.

Et should be

noted, hovever, that one important class of determinants of job perfo
ance, extrinsic motivation, was not in luded in this research.
that even given perfect me

This

e_ent of all the vardatles ia the

a

research, prediction of performamce vould necessarily be incomplete.

Another factor which could have diminished the size of the correlations
w 0 restriction of range due to use of the ability'test la selecti n
In thi2 study, ability alone accounted for 3% _f the vari _ce in
perfor_

adding intrinsic motivation, it was possible to explain 5%

of the variance.

With the modified model, adding g math need strength

to ability increased the proportion -f variance in job performance accounted for to 6%, and adding enriched job characteristics to the other
two predicto s meant that 8% could be accounted for.

The f-Tt that

these three variables each added meaningfully to the pr dictlo
additive but not an interactive way is provocative.

The faet that they

-9aall added so little is discouraging.

The failure to confirm the main effect of growth need strength as
a predictor of intrin ic motkration pointed to a Tossible problem ia
one or both measur s.

0 e alternative was to declare the growth need

ength me sure pr blenatic and umisable.

Not only did this scale fail

pr di t intrinsic motivation, it had w unexpected negative correlatio

with growth sattefaction.

That the e should always be a positive

correlation between growth need strength and growth satisfaction
well grounded in theory, hoverer,

It seems reas nable that employees

who really want challenging Jobs might be more dissatisfied with the
routine na ure of cle ical work than enployees who are less interested
in being challenged.

The growth need. strength measure vas retained wad the intrinsIc

mot v tion measure dropped for other epircal and theoretjcal reasons.
In spite of its lack of correlation with jatrinelc notivation, growth
need strength related significantly to performance, the final criterion.

Moreover, multiple regression analyses supported the use of rovth
need strength, enriched job characteri tics and ability in the pred5cIon
of performance.

Vhis three-variable equati n accounted for 2/3 more

iance in job performance than did the combination of ability and the
Previous models (Hackman & Oldh

motivation measure.

1975

Robey,

19T4; Wanous, 1974; Oldham et al.., Dote 8) also used job chars_ teristics

and growth need strength to predict performance directly (although in
an interac

e design), so that elimination of the motivation measure

is not unprece ented.

There was also a theoretical reason for retaining the growth need
strength measure-

Uhe data supported the hypothesis that Intrinsic motive-

1 (4

- 92 tion aided ability in the prediction of perfo

--e, and 29% of the

variance in the intrinsic motivation measure was due to the variance
in enriched job ch

cteristics.

The remaining 71% is a mystery.

The

MS intrinsic motivation measure simply- says that good performance on
the job leads to good feelings atd poor performance leads to bad feelings;
why more enriched jobs lead to those feelings is unspecified.

Moreover,

the motivation scale includes two items that are not individua

zed but

require speculation about the feelings of others on the same or a similar
job.

The discovery in this r se_-ch that growth need strength adds signi-

ficantly to the prediction of job performance along with enriched job
characteristics and ability supplied an individual differences coniponent

that aided the understanding of the intrinsic moti

tion constr Ct.

The construct of intrinsic motivation is essential to the modified
model of Figure 5, however.

Task cb.aracteristics cannot influence job

performance directly; they carl only do so by influ _ing the ind
intrinsic motivation.

idual's

The game may be said for growth need strength.

Perhaps the co-struct of irtrinsic motivation is too complex to be
sured by a few simple questionnaire items.

a-

Individuals may be aware

that they prefer challenging jobs and be aware of how challenging their
jobs are--especially experienced employees.

But it may be difficult

to realize that one is intrinsically motivated to perform well on a
job because the end result will be the satisfaction of a very basic need
(an innate need according to Deci
petent and self-determining.
from depth inte
exploring,

19T5 and Maslow, 1970) to be

Perhaps judgments of i-t 'nsic motivation

iew data or projective t- ts are alternatives worth

As for this r search, in the end we are left with an empty

box--a const uct within a model but without a measure.
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APPENDIX 1
TEE TO SUPERVISORS

July, 1975
To:

Subject.

Supervisor Addressed

Test YALLOgOILJAIAL

We are presently involved in a major research effort as required
r used in
by the Federal Goveriuserit to validate the tests pres
The
study
is
examining
selecting candidates for nom-official jobs.
the
extent
to
which
test
results
are
predictors
of
two factors:
the
relationship
between
liotp
characterperformance and secondlY
istics, staff member interest and performance.
In order to make this research meamingfUl, we are asking you to
complete an attached questionnaire for each staff member under your
We are also asking
supervision who is included in the sample group.
the participating staff members to complete a separate questionnalre
about their jobs ind work interests.

The information that you provide wlll be revie ed on yby our outside
consulting firm. The results of this study will be reported to the
Bank only for all participants as a group.
am sure you underst -d that your accurate and. ed

sponses are

crucial to the success 0 f the project.

Please return these forms& in the envelope provided,, within one weeJ
if possible; the timing or this research is important.

Thank you for your cooperation.

(Name and title of officer)
Personnel Division

10

94,

SLTPVISOR

EATING FORM

rm w
Tile actual rating
f paper, B 1/2 x 13 1/2
redliCed iv size and the page
.

.

ed on one _heat
The Trimt was
arranged vertically.)

SUPERVISOR'S EVALUATTOP OP JOB AND PERFORMANCE

(Fox research purposes 014)

Staff 1Mether's Name

Job Title

Dept

las5 (Job

Supervisor's Name

DIRECTIOIS FH SUPERVISORS

Part I:

First ire woad like You to evaluate the requiremeats of the joD shown.

Please read ekt

work tutor listed below and inddcate how important that factor is for the job you are evaluatiq,
PIA the appropriate lumber from the scale below under the °Job" column on the line aer, to eel
statement.

1

Never

5e1don

Sometimes

Often

important

important

important

imikrtat

Job

(6-8)

2

import ant

york Factors

Perforharee

(.12-13

Pre! axes forms End documents accurate

(21-15)

Peaes forms End hounds uickl

46.171

E iresses ideas clear

(18-19)

MWS accurate e

(20-2l)

Perfors numerical o eratios raolo_

(22-23)

klways

it writin

utatioss

-terdnes and makes correct

a latent

o accounts or rec r

(2145)

Transcribes dictation

(26-27)

Ensures 'rover utilization of tachine time

(a-29)

Verifies inforat1on corre t

(30-31)

Verifies information

(3?-33)

Codes information accgate

(31k35)

Codes in_ormation

(36-37)

Creates or maintains faVoralle customer re1at1ons

.

(38-39)
(40-41)

i06

Make

uick

-ran-ements for meetini.-- lunches and travel

Mairt ins emlete an& accurate records and files

ilt2-43)
(114-45)

(116.47)

_

(449)

cllects overate

sots

_

_

Peva ops lAprOved sYstcPS and methods_

__

Reconciles discroarcies Jr records

correc

t-Bcla-PMtsu______---g.k-4Y-------------------SPr

(52-53)

Promotes Bank's Services

(54-55)

Assures that documents comp vith re

(56-57)

courts and prints moneys received

(58-59)

Maintains favorable officer and staff relations

(60-61)

Posts or records data accurately

(62-63)

(70-71)

Woo_

recor#AU44_-______-_____-___
Adheres to striet instructions.ourpcediles

(64-65)

(68-69)

__

J 0111011-411-eats

(50-51)

(66-67)

______

==_____-_ina_ceract__._._=:____-____

.........itliat

Dist!ibutes 4terials promptly

-

Exercises care 141 halliq _ngptiablei tesp

(72-73)

---Ontp

(74-75)

Petermines a ro riate dis oaWon_oiicomeits

(76-77)

_Comiollee information and prupres retorts

,_____,_

,.

(1-0_ (12-13)
(6-0

(14-15)

Searches records and Bates information

.,_-_------M41(e°1"1tsYitbfP"rrPrs__

(Di 3_ (16-17)

Establishes aprooriate_priorities U Own York schedul
Trains other staff member!

(1819)
(20-21)
(22-23)
(24-25)
(26-27)

complex _equipment_

.

Assigns work to others efficientll

Gains the resfectand coweration of subordinates

-FoLlowaYoritofs1,,------.g------1.-------13"-dinate0Establishes hi:_

standard$ of lerformance for subordinates
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Part II:

Now ve wou2d like you to eva2uate the performnce of the staff umber shown above on

ttle most important job factors!

Please go down the list of york factors again, and evaluate the

staff memherls performance on each work factor where pu have put a 3, 4 or 5 under tlie "Job'

column, i.e., 'sometimes% "often" or "always" importamt.

Put the appropriate niter from the

scale below tnder the 'Rrformance" column on the ldne next to the statement.

1
Poor

tIM

2

Pair

3

Good

Ver7 Good

Superior

iii

APPENDIX 3
INITIA1 LETTER TO EICLOIYEES

July

To:

Subject:

197-5

Staff Mer Addressed
Researcb_Stuqy

We are presently eorduc ins a largt research study at our Bank to determine how staff meMbersw interests and abilities relate to their jobs.
This Information is net being requested with an inmediate action plan in
mind, but rsther to provide some preliminary data for future consideration.
We would appreciate your filling out a short questionnaire about how you
relate to your work assiguments.
Oray OUT outside consulting trrn will
see your answers and these will be kept completely confidential. The
results of tbe study will le reported to the Batik only for all participants as a group.
Participation in this study is wholly voluntary; llowever, .re hope that
you will help us with this project and complete a questionnaire at a 30
minute meeting to be held on (late and time) at (location

CName and title of officer

lersonnel Di ision
cc:

supervisor)

APPENDIX 4
SECOYD LETISR TO EMPLOYEES

2

To:

Subject:

J9T5

Staff Member Addressed

Research

Several weeks ago we asked if you would attend a meeting for the purpose of completing a short questionnaire in conjunction with a research
study being conducted at our Bank. The studr is to determine bow Staff
Members' interests and abiltties relate to their jobs.
If you vere unable to attend tbese previously schedule& meetings because of vacation or departmental schedules, wejlope that you vial be
able to attend one of the 30 mlnute sessions shown below:

Thursday, AUgust 28, 1030 a.m4 - Induction Roo , 1.0. 21
Thursday, August 28, 11:30 a.ra - Enduction Room, 1.0. 11
Thursday, August 28, 2:30 p.m. - Induction Room, 1.0. 11

Wednesday, Sept.

3, 10:30 a.m. - Training Room 1, H.O. 12
3, 11:30 a.m. - Training ROOM 1, H.O. la
Training Roan 1, H.O. la
3,
5130 pal*

Sept.
Sept.

4, 10:30 a.m. - Training Roan 1, H.O. 11
4, 11:30 a.m. aiming Room 1, H.O. la

Wednesday, Sept.
Viednesday, Sept.

Thursday,
Thursday,

Please feel free to call ne on

f you have any questions.

Ext. #

(Mune

d titae of office

Personnel Division
(to supervisor

113
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EX 5

TM

RE (name

of b

I

ATE/

AUGUST, 1975

*The actual vestionnaire vas contaimed 113 a five-page booI1et, each
page 8 112 x 12 inches.
The print inside the booklet vas redmced
in size and the Tages were arranged rertical2y.

This questionnai.e is part of a large research study being condu tad. at
our Bank by an outside consuating firm. 7our individual anSwers will
only he seen by that firm and the results of the study will be reported
to the Bank onay for all participants as z group.
.

Our consultants will be conbining the reslonses you provide in this questionnaire with imformation from tle tests Tau completed in tbe Personnea
Division before you were hired; tberefore, they need your name on the
questionnaire in order to match this informmtion.
The questiOnnaire is dividei into several sections. Each section ha*
its own set of imstructions which should be read carefully before 13MIt should take no more than twenty minutes
ceeding with that section.
to complete. Please move through the dnoices
It is important that you
possible.
Thank you ro-

ansver

each item as honestly end f

PRINT YOUli NA1E ERE

SIMON ONE

This part of the questionnaire asks you to describe your job as obilectely as you can.
use this part of the pestionnaire to show bow ITuch you like Or disliie your job.
will come later.

Please do not

Questions about that

Instead, try to make your descriptions as accurate ttd as objectiTe as you possib

can.

Ostion Is Gives Below

A.

To what extent does your job require you to work with mechanical equipnent?

Ihry little; the

Very much; the job

Moderately

job requires almost

requires almost con-

no contact with

stant work with me-

mechanical equipment

tanical equipment.

of any kind,

YOLE ME TO CIRCLE 53 NUMBP Ea IS THE MOST ACCURATE DESCRIPTION 01 TOJE JOB

If; for example, your jot requires you to work with mechanical equipment a good deal of the

tinebut also requires some paperworkyou might circle the number 6 as vas done in the example
above.

If you do not understand these instruetiots; please ad for assistance.

If you do underlttnd them;

please begin,

*****Hommotommt**Hmoin**IffitifiR9H011110100M110**HfitifftiMill*Ilifilli*****%*******4*

1.

To what erent does your job aquire yoll to

with

(either customers, or

people in related jobs in the Bank)?

Very little; dealing

Noderately; some

Very much; dealing

vith Aber people is

dealing leti others

vith other people

not at all necessary

is necessary

is an absolutely es=

it doing tke job,

sential and crucial

part of doing the
job,
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2

lin much EAMis there in your ob

51at is, to wtat extent does your job permit you to decide on

row own how to go tIout doing tht vorkl

.S0.4

Ok4ft

Very lit1e tbe job

Moderate autonomy;

Very much; the job

gives 0 slvet,

many thingsare stan-

gives'me almost com-

persona W.' 8:bout

dardi2ed ard not under

plete responsibility

bow and 'wbem the wor1 .

my control, but I can

for deciding bow arid

is done,

make sone decisions

when the work is done.

about rigi work.

To what extent does y_ur job involtre dong a "id_a]..cliLLtity2kui2s1211_forlt? That is, is the
job a cotplete geoe of work that has 411 obvious beginning and eni?

Or is it only a small Lail of the

overall pive of work which is finished, by other ;leo* or hy sUtomatic machines?

7

job is only a tiny

My jot is a =aer-

My job involves doing

wit of the overall

ate-size& "chunk" of

the whole piece of

piece of 'work; the

the overall piece of

work, from start to

results of my activd-

work; my own contri-

finish; the results

ties cannot be seen

bution cat be seen in

of my activities are

la the final, :product

the final outcome.

easily seer in the

or service,

Howrnach laadr6 i

0

final product or service,

thkre in your

ob"

That is, to what extent doe$ the job require you to do many

different things at work, using a variety of your skills and talents"?
-.....5.

'Very little; the lob
requires :le to do the

Moderate
variety

-

-77

Very much; the job
requires me to do

same routine thZIEs

many different things,

over and over again.

using a number of different skills and
talents,

118
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gene%

0

it

rttnt is youx job?

That is, art the results of your 'work likely

1 ves or well-beimg of other people?

1015,540,WW..kgr4F~,4ft..w

Not 44Y kti

V oatco
4oa
to

Moderately

Bighly significabti

significant

the outcoles of

1\

keN

e k

46

......

work me

other
people in ve/ idtpirm.

c31

tut ways,

fectO

6.

tat

affect

ob ither provide you with information aboat you work perfoneocel

5114 Of be

k itself prolide clues abut how well you axe doing--

°Ndti

erviaors may pirodde?

ide from any

Moderately, Some-

Veal muChi the job

time doing the

set up so that I got

job provides 'feed-

altost constant "foo(6

back" to me; some-

tad" about how well

times it does not.

am doing.

0
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SECTION TWO

Listed below are a number of statements which could be used to.describe a job.

You are to indicate

whether each statement is an accurate or at inaccurate description of zar job,
Once again, please try to be

_

objective as you can in deciding how accurately each statement des-

cribes your jobregardiess of whether you like or dislike your job,
WRITE A NUMBER IN THE BUNK BESIDE EACH STATEMIBT, RASED ON THE FOLLOWING SCALE:

1Ww_ucurate is the statement in describinizEJE

1

Very

2

Mbstly

3

Slightly

4

6

Uncertain

lightly

Mostly

Very

acculate
accurate
accurate
1**MO**11**O*11*******01111#11******4*****************IMOMMINIONWWW#WMINIMMICICHIM
inaccurate

inaccurate

inaccurate

The job requires me to use a number of
;..AOWI

complex or high-level skills.

This job is one where a lot of other peo-

0

ple can be affected by how well the work
gets done.

The job requires

a

lOt of cooperative

work with other people.
IME111. WIND

The job denies me any chance to use my
personal initiative or ju.2flent in carry-

The Joh is arranged so that I do not

ing out the work.

have the chance to do an entire piece
of work from beginhing to end.
MEMaiNMEIIR

The job provides me the chance to completely finish the pieces of work I begin.

Just doing the work required by the job
provides many chances fOr me to figure

The job itself provides very few clues

out how well I am doing.

about whether or not I am performing well,

The job ia quite simple and repetitive.
.E.i5.11111

The job gives me considerable opportunity
for independence and freedom in how I do

The job can be done adequately by a per-

thellork.

son working alonewithout talking or
checking with other people.
JEPJMIE

The jcb itself is not very significant or
important in the broader scheme of things.
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SECTION THREE

Now please indicate how you 2..myle111_,y,*-Ar_itv, Each of the statements below is something
that a person might say about his or her job.

YOU are to indicate you: own, personal feeling about

your job by szkng how much you agree with each Of the statements.

WRITE A NUMBER IN THE BLANK FOR EACH STATEMENT, BASED ON THIS SCALE:

Liaallialgreelf4h the statement?

1

Disagree

2

3

Disagree

strongly

6

_

Dis

Neutral

slightly

*#

Agree

Agree

slightlY

Agree
stron

f**1***#0############W#################*****#####################
It's hard, on this job, for me to care 7E7

I frequently think Of quitting this job.

muda about whether or not the work gets done
I feel bad and unhappy when I discover
right.

that I have performed poorly on this job.
My opinion of myself goes up when I do this
I often have trouble figuring out whether
job well.

I'm doing well or poorly on this job.
Generally speakin

I am very satis led with
I feel I should personally take the credit

this job.

or blame for the results of my work on this
Most of the things I have to do on this job

job,

seem useless or trivial.

I am generally satisfied with the kind of
I usua1.y know whether or not my work is sat-

work I do in this job.

isfactory on this jot.

own feelings generally are not affected
ffirammsesem

I feel a great sense of personal satisfaction

muCh one way or the other by how well I do

When I do this job well.

on this job.

The work I do on this job is very meaningftl

Whether or not this job gets done right is

to me.

clearly a responsibility.

I feel a very high degree of personal res
sibility for the work I do on this job.
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SECTION POUR

Now please indicate how aatisfied

you sre with each aspect of your job listed below,

ONCE AGAIN, WRITE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER IN THE BLANK BESIDE EACH STATEMENT
How satisfied are

Ertremely

Dissatisfied

dissatisfied

Slightly

ou with this as ect of your job?

Neutral

dissatisfied

Slightly

Satisfied

satisfied

Extremely
satisfied

militammailimmom*******Imaimtmetammomi**************** Aomatimatit*******mait*
The amount of personal growth and development
1 get doing pf job.

The people I talk to Bind work with on my job,

The chance to get to know other people
while on the job,

The amount of independent thought and
action I can exercise in pi job,

The feeling of worthwhile accomplistnent
get fran doing my job,

The chance to help other people while
at work.

The amount of challenge in my job,

SECTION FIVE

Now please think of the other p_c_o_k in the Bank who hold the s.He job you do.
the same job as you, think of the job which is most similar to yours.

If no one has exactly

Please think about how accu-

rately each of the statements describes the feelinp of those people about the job.

It is quite all

right if your answers here are different from when you described your own reactions to the job.

Often

different people feel quite differently about the sae job.

ONCE AGAIN, WRITE A NTMBER IN TEE BLANK FOR EACH STATEMENT, BA ED ON THIS SCALE:

How much d

Disagree

Disagree

strongly
******1*

rou a ree with the statement?

3

4

Disagree

Neutral

7
Agree
slightly

slightly

************** ************************

Agree

gree

strongly

*WNW*** ***************************

* *

Most people on this job feel a great

Most, people on this job find the work very

sense of personal satisfaUtion when

meaningful.

they do the job well.
13-TIMME

Most people on this job feel that whether

Mut people on this job are very satis-

or not the job gets done ri

fled with the job.

their own responsibility!

Most people on this job feel that the

People on this job often think of quitting.

t is clear

work is useless or trivial,
Most people on this job feel bad or unhappy
Most people on this job feel a great

when they find that they have performed the

deal of personal responsibility for the

work poorly.

work they do.

Most people on this job have trouble figur-

Most people OD this job have a pretty

ing out whether they are doing a good or

good idea of bow well they are perform-

bad Joh.

ing their work,
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SECTION SIX

People differ in the kinds of jobs they would most like to hold,

The questions it this section give

you a chance to sky just what, it is about a job,that is most igportant to you.

FOT each uestiom tWo different kinds o _jOs_are briefly descgid,

You are to

ibichoft.lindicateirould-yrefer--if you had to make

a chOice

between them;
in answering each question, assume that everything else about the jobs is the UM Pe$ attention only
to the characteristics listed.

les

Given

JOB A

JOB B

A job requiring work

A job requiring work

with mechanical equip-

with other people

ment most of the day.

st of the day.
-5

Strong4

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neural

Slightly

Strongl/

Prefer B

Prefer B

If you like working with people and working with equipment equally

veil) YOu would circle the number 3, so has been done in the ex
Here is another example,

1

This one asks for a harder choice--between

two jobs which both have sone undesirable features.

JOBA

JOB B

A job requiring you to

A job located 200

expose yourself to con-

miles from your home

siderible physical danger

and family.

Strongly

Sli

?refer A

?refer A

tly

-3

4-

Neutral

Slightly

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

--

5

If you woad slightly prefer risking physical danger to working
fa: from your home, you would circle number 21 as has been done
in the example;

Please ask for assistance if you do not understand exactly how to do these questions.
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CIRCLE THE NUMBER THAT INDICATES WHICH JOB YOU PERSONALLY WOULD PREFER

Job A
1.

Job 3

A job where the pay ia

A job where there is

very good.

considerable opportu-

nity to be creative
and innovative.

2.

StronglY

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

SlightlY

Stron

Prefer B

Prefer B

A job where you are of-

A job with many plea-

ten required to make

sant people to work

important decisions.

vith.

1

-2

Strongly

SlightlY

Prefer A

Prefer A

5

NeutrEll

Slightly

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

A job in which greater

A job in which great-

responsibility is given

er responsibility is

to those who do the best

given to loyal em-

work.

ployees who have the

0

most seniority.
1

4.

3

Stron

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

-5

Slightly

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

A job in an organiza-

A job in which you

tion which is in finan-

are not allowed to

cial trouble--and might

have any say whatever

have to close down wlth-

in how your work is

in the year.

scheduledl or in the
procedure to be used
in carrying it outi
5

1
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StronglY

SlightlY

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

Slightly

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B
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CIRCLE THE NUMBER THAT INDICATES WHICH JOB YOU PBSONALLY WOULD PREFER

NBA
5

JOB B_

A very routine job,

A job vhere your co-

Workers are not very
friendly.
1. .

6.

1.mseftwiimglemi.2 Rsommmilmi,W1.0Fewmaiagamt÷PWE.ilr.la..

Strongly

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

ft,t-,s2=ff1=11.4MP9

wrm5

rffifflm

Slightly

Strong4

Prefer B

Prefer B

A job with a supervisor

A job which prevents

vho is often very critical

you from usiag a

of you and your work in

nyder of skills that

front of other people

you worked hard to
develop.
2

7.

Strongly

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

4--

Neutral

5

Slightly

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

A job with a supervisor

A job which provides

who respects you and
constant opportuni-

treats you fairly,

ties for you to learn
new and interesting
things.
3.

Strongly

SlightlY

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

Slightly

Btron

Prefer B

Prefer B

8. 1 job where there is

A job Idth very lit-

very little job se.

tle chance to do

curity.

challenging work,
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Strongly

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

Slightly

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

CIRCLE THE IFUMBER THAT INDICATES WHICH JOB YOU PERSONALLY WOULD MEM
JOb B

Job A
9.

A ilob in which there is

A job which provides

a real Chance for you to

lotS of vacation time

develop new skills and

and an excellent fringe

advance in the organiza-

benefit package.

tion.
3-

-2-

10.

Strongly

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

4

5

SlightLy

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

A job with little free-

A job where the work-

dom and independence to

ing conditions are

do your nrk the way you

poor.

think best.
--5

4

11.

Strongly

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

Neutral

Sli&htlY

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

A job with very satis-

A job which allows

fying teamwork.

you to use your skills
and abilities to the
fullest extent.
2

3

Strongly

Slightly

Neutral

Prefer A

Prefer A

5

Slightly

Strongly

Prefer B

Prefer B

12., A job which offers

A job which requires

little or no chal-

you to be completely

lenge.

isolated from co-workers.
-
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Strongly

Slightly

Prefer A

Prefer A

3

Neutral

5

Slightly

Prefer B

Strongly
Prefer B
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- 113 APPENDIX 6
SCORING KIT FOR QUESTIONNAIRE

For each scale the calculated score for each respondent was the mean of
the items listed for that scale.
Not all scales were used in the research reported here.

Job Dimensions
A.

Skill Variety
Section One:
Section Two:

#4
#1

#5 (reversed scoring; i.e., number entered is
subtracted from 8
B.

Task Identity
Section One:
Section Two:

#3
#9

#3 (rever ed sco
C.

ng)

Task Significance
Section One:
Section Two:

#5
#7
#12

eversed scor --)

Autonorm
Section One:
Section Two:

#2
#11

#8
E.

(rever _d scoring)

Feedback from the Job It elf
Section One:
Section Two:

#6
#4

#10 (reversed sco ing
F.

Dealing with Others (Not a core job dimension)
Section One:
Section

#1
#2
#6

(reversed scoring)

II.

Experienced Psychological Sta es
A.

g.:.sperienced Meaningfulness of the Work

Section Three:
Section Five:

B.

(reversed sco

ng)

(reversed scoring)

Experienced Rgsponsibility for the_Work
Section Three:
Section Five:

C.

#7
#4
#6
#3

#8, #12, #15
#1
(reversed scoring)
#4, #7

Knowledge of Resulta
Section Three:
Section Five:

#5
#11 (reversed scoring)
#5
#10 (reversed s oring)

ective Responses to the Job
A.

General Satisfaction
Section Three:
Section Five:

B.

Internal

Section Five:

#2, #4, #6

Growth Satisfaction
Section Four:

IV.

#2, #6, #10
#14 (reversed scoring)
#1, #9

Social Satisfaction
Section Four:

D.

ng)

Intrincic1 Work Motivation

Section Three:

C.

#3, #13
#2
#8 (reversed scor

#1, #3, #5, #7

Individual Growth Need Strength
Section Six:

#1, #5, #7, #10, #11, #12
#2, #3, #4, #6, #8, #9 (reversed scoring; i.e.,
_uMber entered is subtracted from 6)
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